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This research investigates organizational clustering and social networks around Praça
Tiradentes in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Through a modified method of Social Network
Analysis (SNA) clustering is understood at the local scale and highlights key issues
surrounding the structural and territorial makeup of an area. SNA originated out of
qualitative empirical investigation of small-scale social groups. With new technologies
and the growth of SNA as an analytical tool its applications have been used to
quantitatively understand large-scale phenomenon. This study combines social network
analysis’ theoretical framework for both qualitative and quantitative research and adds
a new approach to SNA at the local level. Using onsite data collection and the open
sourced platform, Gephi, this study not only illustrates connectivity and relations among
stakeholders, it also statistically identifies differences in stakeholder’s relationships and
uncovers embedded clusters with a social network. The importance of organizations’
activities and the interplay within the cultural sector and across sectors is elucidated,
giving value and improved knowledge of the intricate and complex nature of small to
medium scale agglomerations.
The cultural economy as a term has been used to promulgate economic
development and urban regeneration processes in cities across the globe. But many
times the discussion falls short of understanding local activity, and the needs of local
organizations and actors involved. Important characteristics of stakeholder connectivity,
power dynamics, and knowledge sharing are revealed and give multi-layered insight
into the social, political and economic activities around Praça Tiradentes. Specific
recommendations are contextualized and given for the area. The ability to build,
sustain, and expand agglomerations of productive local activity and avoid contrary
path selections is discussed. This should add a new and rich layer to local planning and
policy discussions.
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street views around Praça Tiradentes
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1. introduction/
Abri dez, vinte enciclopédias, manuseei in-folios especiais de curiosidad.
A rua ea para eles apenas um alinhado de fachadas por onde se anda
nas povoações. Ora, a rua é mais do que isso, a rua é um fator da vida
das cidades, a rua tem alma!
I opened ten, twenty encyclopedias; I perused tomes of special interest.
For them the street was merely a line of façades along which one walks
in inhabited places. But the street is more than that, the street is a
component of life in the cities; the street has a soul!
							
João do Rio

These words by turn of the century Carioca journalist and writer, João
do Rio, illustrate the importance of a vernacular landscape- a cultural
landscape that evolves through the activities and movements in an area by
people who use, shape and occupy that landscape. The social, economic
and political attitudes of the people that influence an area are thus reflected
in the physical, cultural and economic character of the area.
Returning to João do Rio’s words, how does the street have a soul?
More than poetics of space, how does the soul of an area actually manifest
and how can it thrive? This is the underlying rationale for this research.
Specifically, this research focuses on clustering and social networks in the
historic neighborhood around Praça Tiradentes in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
This site is representative of the growing interest in Rio’s historic city
center as an emblematic symbol of the city’s long history and its cultural
importance in Brazil. Iron gates that once contained Praça Tiradentes were
discarded and the hope of injecting energy akin to the social interactions
that occurred a century ago has become a desire of many.1
Praça Tiradentes was site for an O Monumenta2 project, which
combined restoration of historic buildings alongside social and economic
8
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development. “This is the hour for Praça Tiradentes” affirms Plínio Fróes owner of Rio Scenarium,
a group of local restaurants and entertainment venues in the area (Phillips, 2008). It is clear there
is an interest in improving the area and showcasing its assets as a historic and architecturally rich
neighborhood. What is not clear is how the matrix of lived actions around the praça- defined
as knowledge sharing with other local actors, and social and economic outputs such as event
programming and products- promote organizational structures and divulge social strength within
the area.
This study looks at local organizational relationships, clustering and connectivity around
Praça Tiradentes. The physical dimension of the praça has been the centerpiece of much discussion,
but its social networks are also built into its form and provide a new tool to think about practices
that engage local actors or sideline them as the area increasingly gains importance in Rio’s urban

City of Rio de Janeiro

lexicon.
Particular focus is given to local clustering around the praça. Cluster theory is an important
export from economic geography, and has been used in a range of fields. Cluster theory is used
to understand the concentration of industries in a particular location, but clusters have been
typically studied on a broad scale. My research tapers the scale of clusters to the neighborhood
level, specifically to the level of the praça. The purpose is to examine how local organizations
group amongst themselves. This study looks at local clusters, but it also adds to the discussion by
examining the practices and capabilities of those organizations at the local scale. This is essential to
understand group orientation, organizations’ complexity of needs and their actions. Through the
network of clusters and the vernacular practices of organizations, political negotiations and local
diplomacy can be improved. Sufficient platforms for spaces of transactions should derive from

Downtown, Rio de Janeiro

the vernacular landscape, but at times are not expressed to practitioners involved in the area. An
organization’s connectivity to other actors is an important component of clustering, as well as the
ability for an organization’s work to span across its network to other cluster groups. This must be
discussed and understood within the geography of proximity and local political actions.
Under the Military Regime (1964-1985) it was common to gate public spaces as basic protocol for safety and order. The residual
effects of these implementations are still visible in many public areas in Brazil, notably in large cities like Rio and São Paulo.
2
O Monumenta is a federal program created under the Ministry of Culture. The purpose of this program is to combine historic
preservation and cultural patrimony alongside local socio-economic development. Cultural heritage is seen as a source of
knowledge and pride that stimulates the local economy through job creation and cultural tourism. Brazilian cities can bid for
O Monumenta funding. Brazilian states and municipalities support the project through programming and implementation. O
Monumenta begins implementation after the Federal Ministry of Culture, the municipality and the state involved establish the
responsibilities of each party for transfer of funding and time requirements for the project. Actions are monitored by expects of
IPHAN (see appendix A) and experts chosen within Brazilian states and municipalities. 26 Brazilian cities have participated in O
Monumenta projects.
1
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Area Surrounding Praça Tiradentes

praça tiradentes
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The agglomeration of local organizations transactions.

This is an essential element to

general sense and specifically in Rio de Janeiro.

from a range of cultural assets and activities

and actors that work in close proximity to one urban planning at the neighborhood level.

Nevertheless, the theoretical framework of the O

the people of an area consider significant. This

another ultimately adds to the cultural value of

As ‘cultural economies’ increasingly inform

Monumenta project is indicative of political and

definition of cultural vitality adds a new lens

an area. This type of clustering is considered a

policy and planning rhetoric and become key

social changes occurring in Rio de Janeiro. Now

to understanding clusters in a localized area.

Naturally Occurring Cultural District (NOCD). ingredients for the cultural branding of a city,

new city initiatives that relate to the cultural

Specifically, it recognizes how and why activities

An NOCD is a modified version of clustering, the neighborhood scale must be addressed and

economy and historic region of downtown

are concentrated in a locale, what aids knowledge

where similar and complementary organizations

further questions that arose at the end of the

sharing, what is the ability for organizational

operate in close proximity to one another.

inform plans for a more equitable and long-

A term discussion of sustainable development.

NOCD is rooted in the neighborhood fabric,

It is here that mixed economies need to work

should be new political and social agendas, and

and arises through clustering that “grows from,

within the same landscape and uniformly define

how will they fight social inequalities? And how understanding the neighborhood adjacent to

of the locale. This definition is appropriate for

builds on, and validates existing community the cultural assets and practices within an area.

should international trends be incorporated in

assets rather than importing assets from outside

the discussion without sacrificing national and spatial dynamics of cultural outputs, as a “process

a community” (Atlas and Greenfield, 2010). This

Improving

upon

and

supporting

Praça Tiradentes.

Understanding the socio-

cultural assets around Praça Tiradentes buttress

regional identities? (del Rio, 2009). In Brazil,

that occurs through an interdependent system

is a form of cultural clustering that unveils itself the language of the O Monumenta revitalization

political transformations have helped planning

of activities…where there is a concentration of

both descriptively and analytically (Stern & document- Projecto de Revitalização da Praça

shift its paradigms and put the overbearing rule of

specialized services or support institutions and a

Seifert, 2010). Descriptively, cultural clustering

Tiradentes.

the military and Modernism into question. New density of cultural actors” is important (Rantisi

is defined as a set of organizations, businesses,

around the praça is the area most representative

forms of community participation and public

& Leslie, 2010, p 35). Scholars like Allen Scott

artists, and various types of participants that add of the life and formation of the city’s character.

forums are becoming a part of planning and

have furthered this idea by illustrating how

to the cultural value of the area (Stern & Seifert, From the city’s first theaters to its first trollies

policy agendas. The importance of architectural creativity is culturally situated and produced

2010). Analytically, cultural clustering is defined

the area has “a spirit that manifests itself

preservation has brought new awareness to in the spatial sphere. Within Scott’s range of

as the cluster’s side effects, or how geographers collectively, especially as it relates to culture.”

civil society about the importance of history work on clusters, he illustrates that innovative,

and economists acknowledge clustering- as a

(Rio de Janeiro, 2005).

and local cultural within Brazilian society. creative

means to encourage innovation and creativity,

understood and if it is touted as the keystone

With these shifts, what is the role of culture in

dependent on small groups of organizations that

which spurs various types of production (Porter of revitalization, it must be recognized and

planning and how can it be understood in the

are situated in a complex environment (Scott,

1995, 1998). While there is a vast literature on realized in its contemporary context. Small scale

localized network around Praça Tiradentes?

2000). Here, hierarchies of market structures or

It states that the neighborhood

If culture is to be

clustering at the macro scale, NOCDs need to organizations that operate within a geographic
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20th century in Brazilian urbanism: What support, and what are the collective efficiencies

and

specialized

production

are

The Urban Institute’s Arts and Culture institutions exist but live alongside the localized

be understood because they “support existing location to produce products and services

Indicator Project (ACIP) defines cultural

milieu. Horizontal structuring of clusters in a

neighborhood cultural assets” (Atlas and

while cooperating with one another is a feature

vitality as “a community’s evidence of creating,

small scale network concentrate in an area and

Greenfield, 2010). By understanding clusters

of local small to medium scale clustering in a

disseminating,

supporting

demonstrate innovation and creativity through

at the micro scale, a broader understanding

neighborhood. Knowledge of these operations

arts and culture as a dimension of everyday

competition and knowledge sharing (Scott,

of community dynamics provides insight must be understood and be improved upon in

life” (The Urban Institute, 2011). The ACIP’s

1995, 1996). Creative fields arise where forms

into an area’s social, economic, and political

definition also states that cultural vitality comes

of knowledge, skills, habit, and socialization

future planning projects and documents in the

validating,

and
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already persist (Scott, 2000). Such activities

as socially embedded Naturally Occurring

occur where there is a concentration of support Cultural Districts or planned Traditional
institutions and varying services (Scott, 2000;

Cultural Districts, cultural production and the

Molotch 2003; Rantisi & Leslie, 2010). Thus, maintenance of local organizations that produce
local cultural processes are complex in nature social value, and social network analysis (SNA).
and deserve a framework for measurement and Section 3 synthesizes urban planning and
understanding.

design practices in Rio and their historic and

The above illustrates how clustering of contemporary affects on planning practices. I
local actors is integral to the cultural vitality of

show how this has an effect on current districting

an area. Because “cultural clusters are cultivated

and the methods in which planning is viewed

and not planned,” there has historically been

and executed. Section 4 elucidates my methods

inadequate attention paid to capturing the value and design for investigation and fieldwork. A
and importance of creativity in a measurable significant component of this research was the
way for the broader health of communities combination of quantitative applications for
(Stern & Seifert, 2010; Jackson and Herranz,

large-scale studies of SNA with the small scale

2002). Understanding clustering at the local qualitative relationships uncovered at the local
scale through social networking is significant scale. Section 5 analyzes the rendered social
for the general welfare of an area and to enhance

network diagram alongside on-site interviews.

the discussion of what the cultural economy can

Important

become. A networked variety of organizational connectivity,
typologies rather than a specialized group

characteristics
power

of

dynamics,

Praça Tiradentes, 1906 photo courtesy of Eliomar Coelho www.memoriaviva.com.br

stakeholder
knowledge

sharing and cluster groups are revealed and

is important to pinpoint, where the cultural give multi-layered insight into the social,
economy can coexist and promote other

political, and economic activities around Praça

activities in the area.

Tiradentes. Section 6 accompanies my findings

This introduction presents the main with an examination of key issues in the area of
issues and arguments that this Master Thesis

study. Recommendations and issues for further

will develop. Specifically, Section 2 discusses study are specified and contextualized using the
the underlying theoretical framework for my

cluster groups generated in this research’s social

research. The method for understanding social

network analysis.

structures and organizational preformance
are cluster theory and the landscapes in which
they
14

manifest,

neighborhood

districting

Praça Tiradentes with gates before 2011 renovations photo courtesy of Samer Kawar
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2. literature review/

2.1 Clustering
Allen Scott (1996) in his seminal work on the Los Angeles design industry

states that clusters of fashion, craft and cultural products arise for three

reasons. First, clusters are efficient. This is exemplified in the choices
casting agencies and set design studios agree upon. They locate near
theaters because proximity makes communication easier for a firm. Second,

innovation arises from clustering. Scott states that localized networks- as
sets of real activities and opportunities- have knowledge and the ability to
act. Third, costs and benefits are accentuated in various ways. Efficiency
and knowledge constantly force producers to find a balance between

competition and cooperation. In the Los Angeles case, Scott sees clustering

as crucial for cultural producers to improve quality of work and to benefit
economically from their work. Social networks for cultural production are
of great importance, and also generate other types of social networks.

Allen’s work on clustering has been broadened to a variety of fields.

The range of cultural products has expanded over the past several decades,

suggesting that the debate about the cultural industry has also expanded

and encompasses a larger amount of symbolic consumption within physical
territories (Scott 2000; Lash and Urry 1994). If spatial relations do matter

the ‘landscape’ is a “major cultural product of our time” that deserves further

analysis (Zurkin, 1991, p 22). Sharon Zurkin affirms that the search for a
landscape occurs on several levels: general rules of order in the capitalist

economy, market decisions that move production from place to place, and
tangible interactions and compromises that occur in specific places between
workers, employers, entrepreneurs, creative personnel, etc. If forms of
clustering have occurred and are promulgating themselves, organizational

structures and their relationships to the area are key to capturing living
formations of cultural vitality.
16

Furthermore modes of production and
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organization of a cultural economy must more dependent on one another and thus more

involved in other activities in the area and allow new economy3 of cities (Mercer 2006). TCDs

strongly dependent on innovation, artisan and networks of small clusters work and subsist in

often and at a quicker pace (Stern & Seifert, consumption, and public benefit is measured

be understood because these economies are innovative. His argument becomes one where

or specialized production, and collaboration a hierarchy where an industry or organization
through trust and knowledge sharing portals may sit on top of the ladder and outsource to
(Piore and Sabel 1984).

smaller industries that and are interwoven. This

If a landscape and a set of localized research is somewhat different, its focus is on

networks are important to creative clusters, how small clusters can work in a horizontal

organizations become symbiotic over time manner with one another and with municipal
because of socio-spatial relationships.

A entities working in the area.

network of clusters can become strongly

2.2
interwoven and organized where long-term Natural Occurring Cultural Districts vs
relationships manifest in collaborative projects, Traditional Cultural Districts
and the Creative City Approach
and are seen as latent networks (Starkey et al.

2000). Nonetheless, collaboration and cluster
diversity can be obstructed due to

“lock-in

effects.” This arises when an organization or

even an institution has difficulty adapting to
a shifting economic climate, organizational
methods, social unrest, or the development of

new forms of technologies or typologies that
enter a locale (Scott, 1995). To stay competitive

and malleable to changes that occur in a society,
clusters should be able to easily expand and

interact with other clusters or members of the
same cluster. A nexus of interdependencies will
be able to handle change and absorb outside
dynamics that affect the localized area (Storper,
1997).

While Scott (2000) discusses the

importance of small organizations and their

interactions he does not state that an intricate
network of small clusters becomes more and
18

If knowledge sharing and interdependency are

to be taken as path dependent trajectories for

diverse clusters that work in close proximity to

each other trust, socially constructed conventions
and dialogue improve interpersonal relations in
an area and strengthen the overall network of

organizations involved. This become essential
to building embeddedness where trust makes

transactions efficient and stable, and information

is constantly being disseminated (Granovetter
1985). Based on this logic, clusters that create
social embeddedness manifest as a Naturally
Occurring Cultural District (NOCD). An NOCD

builds upon itself and substantiates assets in
an area. Positive externalities of local cultural
clustering are twofold. One, members of these
organizations have a higher propensity to be

involved in civic engagement and, two, they are

innovations and creative ideas to manifest more

have become a strategy for inciting artistic

2010; Uzzi, 1997). Another asset of cultural

by event-related spending. TCDs have become

clusters is that participant networks span

ubiquitous within city planning.

They look

neighborhood boundaries, overcoming social to reaffirm a city’s identity, retain cultural
and ethnic barriers (Stern & Seifert, 2010).

industries, join the ‘competitive city’ race, and

of people with a common interest about the

image (Evans, 2001). But this practice of creating

Expanded networks also inform a diverse group improve the public realm and urban society’s
issues and concerns of the area.
In

contrast

Traditional

Cultural

Districts (TCD) have been used over the past

several decades as a popular marketing tool to

and defining a cultural district through planning
and fiscal policy does not recognize the need

to link local cultural and social realities with
what a ‘cultural district’ should be. Commonly

promote tourism and revitalize neighborhoods these planned cultural districts do not take into
(Tamara Greenfield and Carron Atlas, 2010).

account the unplanned or incidental collective

be symbolic of an area. Whether this symbolism

These collective efficiencies arise because

Furthermore, TCDs tend to impose what should

efficiencies of local organizations and actors.

hits at the heart of a place and its local practices of economic viability, cooperation, and joint
is debatable and will vary from case study to

case study. Policy and planning that promotes

action- as horizontal sharing of knowledge and

resources (Schmitz, 1997). A critical point of

such development needs to take into account growth in a localized area is joint action, defined
that ‘rational planning’ for a TCD is only a

by bilateral cooperation among individual

account for cultural activities, its production, as

sharing resources and knowledge) and the

segment of the relationships and actions that
well as its territory.

In the past several decades, cities have

strategically used TCDs to boost economic
development. Notably, an increasing number of
local governments are developing cultural plans,
where the arts and broader cultural resources,

organizations (developing a product or event;
multilateral grouping of organizations (business
associations or producer consortia) (Schmitz,

1997). Around Praça Tiradentes, both bilateral
and multilateral joint action is apparent through

association building, exchange of information,
and event planning. By understanding cultural

amenities and facilities are strategic tools in the districting and local collective efficiencies
The ‘New Economy’ is service-based economy that stems from the maxims of creativity, human capital, and the capacity for
innovation (Mercer, 2006).
3
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how can the municipality of Rio understand

call “the creative class” (Florida, 2002; Florida

government and key actors in the city. The do they understand the consequences (Frost-

plans for the area are beneficial, a hindrance or

his approach, Florida (2002) considers the

nonetheless there is an unease about how

localized joint actions, its conflicts, and whether
most likely a combination of the two? This is

and Trinagli 2004).

While controversial in

creative class a main ingredient for urban

crucial when a city’s identity is used to promote regeneration models where new technologies
planning and urban reform.

and talent become a determinant to drive a

This form of district planning and city’s competitiveness. The key point is that

policy derives from the Creative City vision, creativity is pronounced through the skills and

and provides impetus for significant city gains human capital of those that live within the city.
using the cultural sector of a city. The Creative Richard Caves (2002) views the Creative City

City framework is diverse in its theoretical as the awareness of ‘creative industries,’ where

foundations and first gained prominence with economic analysis illustrates how activities
the work of Charles Landry (2000), Peter
Hall (2000) and Ralph Ebert et al (1994).

arise and function under broader institutional
frameworks (Caves, 2002; Costa, 2008). While

Their analysis of ‘creative industries’ and its Caves views these industries as an inextricable

idealized theoretical concepts are pushed in

other tiers of government and international
agencies to garner financial support for these

real world time. When the underlying diversity endeavors. In the case of the three-tier system
of cultures, cities and practices are not fully in Brazil, the federal government becomes
taken into account a major problem arises- the

Creative City vision becomes a pure marketing

an important funding structure to administer
plans at the municipal level.4

Furthermore

tool to promote a city. The proper strengthening the responsibility of a city’s cultural affairs is

of core sectors, revitalization of neighborhoods, spread among several agencies ranging from
and public services become generalized and

cultural affairs, city planning, and public works

become brands rather than approaches to to name a few (Markusen & Gadwa, 2010).
understand a city. From the physical standpoint Consequently,
of a city strict districting, as TCDs, occurs.
When

TCD

occurs

of

buildings

districts

cultural

planning

becomes

fragmented at the bureaucratic level, and it is

are not deliberated across various departmental

multiple applications through policy-making economic function, he concentrates on the

clearly demarcated and recognized as spatial agencies. Cultural planning can easily become

oversee sectors such as Culture, Sports, Media, is and what institutionalized relationships are

designated to the arts and culture.

spurred new governmental departments to creative component of what a cultural good
Tourism and Leisure to name a few (Costa, established between actors within the creative
2008).

International research institutions city.

furthered the concept by creating agendas such
as “Creative Europe” or UNESCO’s Creative
Cities network. Within these frameworks a

Though the above concepts vary in

their viewpoints and promotion of the Creative

City, it is clear that the growing dominance of

more multidisciplinary approach is executed this concept is here to stay and will continue
compared to the Creative City’s original to affect urbanism in its wider framework and

concepts; particular attention is given to urban policy practices in cities across the globe. The
regeneration models based on new forms of impact of these ideas is significant and has

cultural activities and specialized conditions driven cultural policy making into a first tier

for creativity and its governance (Costa, discussion for city and state governments. A
2008). Wider popularity and advertisement of key point that all the above theorists point
a Creative City, as an attractive resource for a to is territorial embeddedness of activities
city’s territorial competitiveness in a globalized and territorialized construction of cultural
world, produce what Richard Florida would
20

Creative City Agendas have valid concepts, Kumpf, 1998). Many cities seek resources from

consumption and production developed by

agglomerations

and

places a priori where the architect looks at the form,

But, the economist looks at markets, the social

institutional configurations and capabilities servant looks at people, and the cultural planner
of a city at the local level make planning for

looks at culture. This is problematic because

TCDs difficult (Markusen & Gadwa, 2010). the culture economy is spatial by nature and
Enthusiasm for these cultural districts stem the phenomena that occur are place based and

from the Creative City agenda. Often local are core issues that resonate across sectors.
governments do not understand the amount of

This implies a more empirical approach to

resources needed for the large undertaking nor understanding “cultural” dynamics in space, not

4
The 1988 Brazilian Constitution guarantees independent structuring of the Federal, State and Municipal levels of government.
Brazilian municipalities are organized in a similar way as Brazilian state governments, where separation is maintained between
the executive branch, the Mayor, and the unicameral legislative city council. Municipal governments’ main responsibilities are
primary education, transportation, and urban development plans. Both the State and Municipal governments depend greatly
on federal transfers of funding for projects. However the State government is able to garner more resources through their own
source of revenue, one being the value-added tax. The state of São Paulo produces the most tax revenue and is more self-sufficient
than poorer states that must rely on the Federal government. Funding to municipalities varies as well. Population and economic
activity raise revenue for a city, nonetheless cities are still dependent on state and federal funding structures for a variety of
programming. Clear separation of the power of funding structures is unclear in the range of Brazilian states and municipalities.
Additionally, disparity of financial resources has proved problematic, namely lack of co-ordination between authorities, inequality
of funding, and financial irresponsibility.
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as one variable but as processes configured in a strategies with other more localized actions
of resources and entrenched conflict and

2.4
Social Network Analysis
1971).
uncovering social structures and
If all is culture as Jean Baudrillard performance at the local scale

voices becomes salient and ‘community’

Raymond Williams (1958) sense of the term,

If clustering of local organizations and daily

space and time that represent the “culture” that

analysis (SNA) becomes a powerful tool to

a question more for philosophic purposes it is

highlight their importance.

when thinking about the constant production of

anthropology. In recent decades it has become

interactions in an area. This is important for

social scientific and mathematical work. One of

spectrum of actions and actors. Anything less

become losses for a city. Increased stratification

the risk of large error. The neighborhood and

antagonism can arise. The inequality of local

than this approach to cultural dynamics runs

the adjacent neighborhoods become the arena
for understanding.

Rational spatial logic of becomes a fixed term that undermines local

cites have negated the more fluid and amorphic

processes that need to be addressed.

Spatial

elements of a locale’s cultural economy. This is logic of naturally organized and mediated social
done through zoning, one of the strongest tools life in an area becomes endangered. Instead, an
for city planning. Unfortunately, zoning tends
to cut neighborhoods in strict parcels of land.

area must be the cause and the consequence of

localized outcomes; it must be the producer and

City planners tend to divide urban space the outcome of strategies and events.

into distinctive land use patterns, as they are

2.3
The Cultural Economy and Cultural
approach to redevelopment (Markusen & Gadwa, Production
pushed by economic developer’s site-specific

2010). As a result, development interests and

large-scale arts collations often push for cultural “Over the past several decades the industrial
districting (Whitt, 1987). Cultural districting in profile of many countries has tilted perceptibly
this fashion negate networks that span across

in the directions of a new creative or cultural

embedded within the larger urban fabric.

cultural economy constitutes a collection of

‘zones,’ and can disrupt a social fabric that is
As

economy” (Scott, 2004). For Scott (2004) the

cultural activities are used to promote creative industries that are connected via aesthetic and
city strategies a common error is the creation semotic content, as well as agglomerations of

(intentional or not) of regulatory mechanisms specialized clusters. Cultural production is the
that do not incorporate local social dynamics, goods and services that are valued for their
localized productive systems and cluster groups meaning, and in turn create socially symbolic
(Costa, 2005). To complicate matters further, associations (Lawrence 2002; Bourdieu,
when globalization and tourism are factored into 1984). The value of traditional production
the equation somewhat flat permutations of the derives from material consumption and a

culture economy are created. So much emphasis good’s usefulness (Lawrence, 2002). Cultural
gets put on consumptive based processes- such production and cultural industries do not strive

as entertainment- that innovative methods of for efficient production of goods, rather cultural
combining typological forms of creative city production strives for creation and maintaining
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organizations that produce meaning (Lawrence,

(1983) states or if culture is ordinary in the
what are signs and cues in the daily practices of

practices are understood, social network

a city wants to showcase and develop? While

visually uncover latent social structures and

important to address and continually reflect upon

analysis is rooted in sociology and cultural

daily culture and the display of practices and

an important method for arguing concepts in

Social network

the mediators- the planners and policy makers- the first formulations of SNA arose from Joseph
whom strive to link larger city agendas within Moreno’s (1953) social psychology study of

a localized context. The maintenance and friendship patterns and informal interactions.
management of cultural production is significant Central players in the social network had
to access the real possibilities cultural industries
hold for urban growth and for the continuous

a substantial number of friendship choices
compared to others in the network.

These

innovation associated with cultural production ‘stars’ were hubs for radiating lines directed to
(Lawrence 2002; Scott, 2004). It cannot be and from other people. Each line represented
viewed as singular or as small set of productive one friendship choice and illustrated a complex
forces, but as a complex string of productive pattern of friendship roles for a specific group
forces in an area variable to its social, economic,

of people. Compared to contemporary SNA this

are not quixotic ruminations, but the base for

the metaphor of the network was birthed and

is very difficult to assess and there are many

1988).

political, historic, and spatial make-up. These

structure was rudimentary in form, nonetheless

new understandings and serious thought. This

prompted a sociological concept (J. Scott,

factors to consider. But if programming and

The

sophistication

of

SNA

has

plans continuously state a desire for cultural advanced over the past few decades and
vitality in its purest sense returning to the new technology allows complex data sets
above question is necessary and raises another to be visualized, filtered, manipulated, and
question: for whom and why is an area planned? rendered using statistic modules and virtual
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algorithms in real time settings (Bastain et

Sociological

al., 2009). Nonetheless key elements of SNA mathematical
remain relatively unchanged. The concern of

structural properties within social relations,

models

work

have

alongside

allowed

Diagram 2.1 Visual Representation of Dynamics and Issues of Theoretical Framework

for

compelling and powerful understandings of

Landsca

social groups and transactions amongst people

p e where acti ons manifest in real ti me and s
pace

actors’ centrality in a network, and the density and organizations. The application of SNA
and connectedness of social groups remains at range, nevertheless the purpose for showing

2

the core of SNA (J. Scott, 1988). Graph theory, social structures remains the same. By using
a branch of mathematic application, has become
a powerful tool to visualize SNA. It has not

obviated the researcher’s understanding of a

system, but assists the explanation. This study’s

4

CReative City

Traditional Cultural
District (TCD)

SNA on a small scale clear tensions and alliances
are better understood and this problematizes the
overly sentimentalized use of the term culture.

Also it uncovers how economic and political

Landsca

1

p e where acti ons manifest in real ti me an6d s
pace
planner
position

Clustering

7
Social Network Analysis
(SNA)

methods considers the dual roles that SNA relations can create a tug-of-war with cultural
has taken both as qualitative and quantitative processes.

3

5

Cultural production

practices (see section 4). It is the researcher that

Naturally Occurring Cultural
District (NOCD)

explains patterns of exhibited connections and
agency behind the planar connections.
Since

SNA’s

initial

visualizations,

it has been used in a range of fields. It has

particularly benefited community studies and
inter-organizational relationships.

Margaret

Stacey (1969) introduces the concept of “local
social systems.” Through investigation social

2
Cluster Hierarchy: (Scott, 2000)

(Laundry, Hall, Ebert, Florida, Caves)

Industry/organization outsources
to smaller industries that work
under the larger entity

Goal is to promote creative sectors
of a city. Policy making, urban
regeneration, specilized governance
aim to promote a city’s competitive
stance within globalization.

interaction is not enclosed within the boundaries
of a network, and relationships are not always
grounded in intimate and affective social

relationships (Stacey, 1969; J Scott, 1988).

What is understood is that social networks may

locally bound network was given new meaning

and raised new issues for community relations
(Bell and Newby, 1971).
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4

Traditional Cultural
District (TCD)

The planner is forced to play a complicated
and dual role.
Demands of real estate, fostering a global
name for a city, and stimulating new sectors
is something that must be dealt with.

Territory embeddedness and a
form of district planning. A recent
marketing tool for cities. Brands
a city through planning and policy
direction. Top down funding is an
important characteristic.

1 Clustering

At the same time equity, maintence of local
identy and symbolic meaning of place is
important, as well as participatory planning
with various stakeholders.

6 planner

position

Organizations cluster because they are:
Efficient, spur innovation, knowlege
sharing, competitive, cooperative,
bulid trust, interdependent, artisan or
specilized production, dialogue

transcend localities. Her research questions the
traditional notion of community structure. The

CReative City
Agenda

Organization work together and share
information, this creates innovation,
trust, and knowledge. It is a tight,
intricate and complex network of
small clusters.

(SNA)

(J. Scott, Moreno, Bastain, Stacey)

3
Cluster Interdependency: (Scott 1996,
Piore and Sable, Starkey et al., Storper)

7 Social Network Analysis

Cultural production
(Lawrence, Bourdieu, Williams)
Production is valued meaning for
an area and its socially symbolic
associations that have manifested
over time. Organizations are
maintained that build meaning and
create strong social ties.

5

Naturally Occurring Cultural
District (NOCD)
(Greenfield and Atlas, Stern and
Seifert, Uzzi)
Social embeddedness that builds
upon itself and substantiates the
area and organizational assets.
It continues cultural vitality as a
concept.

Visual representations concerned
with structural properties of social
relations, organizations centrality
within a network, and the density
and connectedness of social
groups or clusters.
Sociological work alonside
mathematical models can show
compelling and new insights about
conflict and dependency of social
groups and their transactions.
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3. background/

3.1
Dialects of Urban Reform and their Effects on the City
Cycles of urban change can describe many cities of the world, and this is particularly
true for Rio de Janeiro. While many of the city’s landmarks are known and help one
conceptualize the city, the shifts in socio-economic and political thought have had
lasting effects on the city’s urban scape and shape contemporary debates and abilities
to act and plan within the city. For many Cariocas5 there may be a tacit knowledge
of these changes, nevertheless it is important to understand the cause and effect
history has had on the city. The following tracks changes in planning and design
processes of Rio. This will contextualize the history of Rio namely downtown and
ground the current issues and terminology that surround contemporary planning
in Praça Tiradentes

3.2
From Colonial Capital to Modern Metropolis
Starting in the last decade of the 18th century Rio exerted its central role in Brazil
and the Americas (da Silva Pereira, 2002). With the expansion of Napoleon’s
empire in Europe, the Portuguese Crown established itself in Rio de Janeiro in
1808. This was a fundamental shift in Rio’s political, cultural and economic role in
global affairs. The opening of the harbors for exporting Brazilian goods to Europe
became crucial for the political and economic dealings of the city. Furthermore
the city was becoming a cultural center fit for European royalty and bourgeois
society. This is most evident in the construction of the theater, Teatro de São Jorge,
inspired by Teatro de São Carlos in Lisbon.6 After the fall of Napoleon many exiled
artist and architects moved to Rio and pushed for a neo-classical image of the city,
shifting regard to a Western past and implementing a ‘monumental’ sense to the
A Carioca is a person from Rio de Janeiro.
This theater was constructed on the plot of land that currently houses the State sanctioned Teatro João
Caetano in Praça Tiradentes. This theater alongside the surrounding area were manicured to portray a region
of the city that could house the cultural lifestyle worthy of a Royal European family. By the 1820s this theater
5

6
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became a strong symbol of social status in the city center.
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city’s built form (da Silva Pereira, 2002). The

urban reform projects. The onset of the Bell

urban reform project would take place- the

many urban professionals and engineers. At the

monumental and majestic would be a dominant Époque Rio and the coined term a Cidade

leveling of the mountain, Morro do Castelo

same time another Frenchman, Le Corbusier,

theme in urban reform projects for the second Maravilhosa (the Wonderful City) commenced

(1922), which resided at the end of the Avenida was disseminating his ideas to Latin America.

half of the 19th century into the twentieth

Central. The push to remove the mountain, Motivated by a desire to propagate new theories

with strong emphasis on representing the

century, furthering a hegemonic control of state’s power through centers devoted to the

that was thought to reduce air quality and space

western ideologies and culture (da Silva Pereira,

for development, demonstrated the intellectual welcomed by young intellectuals, architects, and

arts and science, large scale landscape projects,

Le Corbusier traveled to Brazil in 1929, and was

2002). At this time moral, technological and improving public squares, and modernizing

current of positivism8 and a desire to rid the city

sanitary improvements also became a part of public parks; alongside these trends in

of its past. The area around Morro do Castelo teachings, that later became synonymous with

the urban reform rhetoric to help transform the urbanization investing in tourist development

housed many important buildings and churches

city from the colonial capital to a metropolitan

became a new phenomenon (da Silva Pereira,

representative of the 18th and 19th century plans and where enthusiastically embraced by

center. This is exemplified in the Comissão de

2002; Needell, 1983). This moment in Carioca

(da Silva, 2003). This event is one of the first notable architects and planners, such as Oscar

melhoramentos (1870) that suggested how the history ignited a rich burst of Brazilian literature

examples of modernism’s ‘creative destruction’ Neimeyer, Lucio Costa, and Affonso Eduardo

city could be improved via urban planning that documented the intellectual and social

in Rio.

strategies. Examples range from widening life in the new Republic. More importantly
streets for circulation of people and transport to these new forms of documentation, such as As
rectifying basic public sanitation problems.
By the turn of the 20th century, there

planners (da Silva Pereira, 2002). His tabula rasa
Modernity, were radically different from Agache’s

Reidy. The outcome of Le Corbusier’s visit was
During the 1920s Rio began to look a new search for modernity within a liberal

for new ideas to further its reform agendas

democracy. While Rio spent several centuries

Cronicas, provided understanding about the

and build on the empty land that housed building an urban base to showcase its political,

fast changes occurring in Rio and commented

Morro do Castelo. In 1926 the mayor Antônio social, and economic power new forms of

was strong impetus to make Rio a capital city on the social movements and changes after the

Prado commissioned French architect and

urban functionalism began to guide social

of modernity. Paris epitomized how a city

Passos Reforms7. I bring up this new method

planner Donat-Alfred Agache to develop a agendas from another vantage point. While

could be a deliberate creation that gave citizens

of documentation, because it became an

new plan for the city of Rio. The purpose was writers and social reformers of the turn of the

aesthetic pleasure and inculcated systematic informative tool to understand and synthesize

to create a capital of the tropics, where new

20th century sought clarity and understanding

values of thought for citizens’ relationship

social issues and changes that Carioca society

and monumental design would invigorate the

of society from the street level, modernism

to others and the city (Olsen, 1986). This is

was grappling with during a time period of great

city’s image while also recognizing the socio-

became antithetical to that understanding, and

economic differences within the city. While

weakened its own social improvement agendas.

Modernization projects under Perreira

new social questions where brought into the

Only questions can be posed about the past, but

Passos commenced a new era of urban reform

planning debate many people criticized his plan,

it is worth wondering if modified plans would

With technological visions pushing

Cidade do Rio de Janeiro: extensão, remodelação,

have benefited collective efficiencies and the

Rio into its period of ‘modernity,’ another large

embellezamento (1930). The thought of another

social and economic clustering of people at the

most evident in the urban reforms initiated change.
Georges-Eugene Haussmann, whom effectively
influenced planning practices in Rio.

Under

the administration of mayor Pereira Passos, Rio in Rio.
initiated one of its largest and most influential

grand reform based on traditional European local scale.
As Cronicas was a form of literary journalism published in local newspapers. During this time writer and journalist João do Rio was
documenting detailed accounts of life in downtown Rio. His work is akin to the wanderings and thoughts of the Parisian flaneur.
In 1908 his collection of Carioca Cronicas were publish as A alma encantadora das Ruas (The Enchanting Soul of the Streets).While
many people welcomed and enjoyed the new modernization projects in the city, these projects did not come without conflict.
Slavery was officially abolished in 1888 and the construction of Avenida Central, led by Lauro Müller, left thousands of inhabitants
without homes and without a right to the city. Many riots arose and showcased the blatant social and spatial segregation in the
city. As a result some of the first favelas were documented.
7
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standards of what constitutes a city unnerved
8
Positivism relies on a scientific view of the world. In Brazil this mode of thinking offered an intellectual and political framework
for its cities and was used to promote Republicanism to the population writ large. This is most evident in the political sloganordem e progresso (order and progress)- highlighted on the Brazilian Flag (Sisson & Jackson, 1995).
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3.3
The End of the First Republic
In 1930 a huge shift occurred in Brazilian politics.
Getulio Vargas came into power and marked
the end of the first Republic. This led to a great
political concentration of power in Rio. The large
Avenida Presidente Vargas was inaugurated in
1944, expelling many residents of downtown
and demolishing several important baroque
churches and important landmarks. Unlike
other reforms in the name of modernization,
this reform represented the power of the state
as an authoritarian and military government.
Other urban reform trends under Vargas
included the rapid growth of ‘verticalization’ in
the central business dirstrict. The reforms under
Vargas demonstrate the continuous attempts of
Brazilian politics to modernize both Rio and
Brazil from above (Gomes, 1998). After the
Vargas regime and before the military coup of
1964, optimism and the modernist movement
emerged for another momentous reform before
the capital was moved to Brasília in 1960. The hill
Morro de São Antonio was demolished to create
the landfill Aterro do Flamengo in 1949, which
was completed in 1965. After two centuries of
being the heart of Brazil’s governmental body,
the city suffered tremendous political and
economic decline that lasted throughout the
military regime. Not until democratization in
the 1980s did Rio begin its slow recovery to
political, social and economic stability.
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3.4
The Contemporary City
and a shift in the Urban Discourse

of planning and development control (de Rio,

project stems from its goals to revitalize the

2009). This is crucial to understanding how the

downtown core as a cultural destination where

The 1980s mark a profound shift in the meaning

how a skilled and concentrated group of staff

of urban revitalization. The preceding historical

was dispersed across varying agencies, losing Rio, 2004). Sustained efforts under various city

trajectory has been given to illustrate how urban

any momentum that existed (de Rio, 2009). governments have been crucial to its perceived

reforms manifested through significant moments

The strength of a planning system became success and proliferation. Since its onset the

and ideologies that fundamentally shaped the

almost nonexistent and allowed the housing

city from colonial to modernist perspectives.

deficient, inflation, real estate speculation, several times over and it was a catalyst for other

Under colonial rule a city was formulated, while

and social and spatial segregation to grow

modern desires constructed conscious changes

at a rapid pace. There were few advances in this project is considered successful, particularly

under the banner of progress. 			

urbanism, nonetheless there was a large burst of

Contemporary

urban

reforms

strength of governmental agencies was lost and private-public partnerships renovated several

are

large historic buildings into cultural centers (del

original boundaries of the project have expanded
renovation plans in the city center. For many
because it was orchestrated under financial

professional and academic debates about what constraints compared to past projects.

This

different in that they moved away from blatant

the role of planning and architecture should be

project has been the reagent for revitalization

Modernism and the military regime in an attempt

in Brazil (de Rio, 2009). Even amid the grim

and renovation projects that have followed.

to bridge the landscapes of past centuries while

social and economic climate, new political

entering an increasingly global dialogue. Urban

shifts opened a dialogue for the growth of a new connotations of violence and poverty Rio had

planning and design alongside development

form of planning that arose through increased long lost its title as A Cidade Maravilhosa (the

policy have concentrated their efforts on small

pluralism.

or medium sized scales compared to previous

A fundamental project that indicated

With a negative image laden with

Wonderful City). In an attempt to reclaim its
image of beauty and pride the city launched

master planning. This is done in tandem with

a shift towards a contemporary Rio that the Rio Cidade program, which began in

concentrated efforts on a global city scale.

acknowledged its past and opened planning

These ideologies of change have occurred in

to the realm of public participation was the O revitalize urban commercial corridors and

regeneration and development projects in the

Projecto Cultural Corredor (Cultural Corridor

city center. This has had a profound affect on Rio

Project). This project arose from an alliance design interventions in various neighborhoods.

and the area of investigation, Praça Tiradentes.

of city planners, local business owners, and

1993 (Rio de Janeiro, 1996a). Its goal was to
socially integrate members of society into urban
Focus was given to public spaces, aesthetics,

In 1985 full democracy was restored to

community associations. O Projecto Corredor improving traffic circulation, and improved

the people of Brazil and in 1988 the National

Cultural was the first large scale urban design access to jobs. The plan emphasized its goals

Constitution was passed.

Though profound

program in Brazil (approved by city council in

to be participatory by nature and to attract

and positive regarding changes in the country,

1982) that combined preservation of the cultural

regional, national, and international interests.

the 1980s represented a crisis in the national

and economic revitalization of Rio’s historic There were 7 strategies: “21st Century Carioca”-

planning system. Many federal and metropolitan

core in its Central Business District (del Rio,

provide people with increased opportunities

agencies were shut down, fragmenting systems

2004). The success of this initial revitalization

and facilities to jobs, and social and cultural
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goods;

“Friendly Rio”- improve social life

though

improved

urban

to advanced services and the technological

infrastructure; sector; and “Rio 2004, Regional, National

“Integrated Rio”- develop a networked system

question of who received a voice in discussions. their needs should also enhance the definition
One of the most important outcomes has been

of how certain vacant buildings could benefit

and International Center”- develop a series of

the reemergence and attention of public space the area and improve a networked community

of urban nodes and revitalize the downtown projects to make Rio a multi-scalar attractor.

as a city asset to showcase rather than gate off. of diverse yet related building uses and social

area; “Participative Rio”- create new forms of

New to project implementation, the municipal

The value of urban design and the ‘culture’ of practices.

citizenship to set new standards of relations

government solicited project proposals for

an area’s populace show profound shifts in the

One of the newest city initiative’s that

and communication with citizens; “Gateways to varying sites which occurred through a

value of people and space compared to mid incorporates cultural patrimony in its discourse

Rio”- link major regions of the city to create an

century planning and design practices.

competitive bid process (Rio de Janeiro, 1996a

integrated metropolitan region; “Competitive and 1996b). On the local scale the Rio Ciudade
Rio”- provide support for emerging economic

is the growth of creative economy agglomerations

O Monumento- a Federal revitalization in Rio. The City of Rio created the Subsecretary

programs have varied in success, partially due

program aimed to maintain the cultural heritage

of Urban interventions, Architecture and Design

sectors of the city, particular interest was given to lack of direction in certain projects, and the

of cities in Brazil- unveiled its first project in Rio

to promote its historic architecture alongside

de Janeiro under the jurisdiction of O Projecto

creative economy sectors. Consequently, Rio has

Map 3.4
Downtown Rio and notable historic neighborhoods from the
Cultural Corredor Projecto

Corredor Cultural.

become a member of the District of Creativity

Area Map of Downtown Rio:

the recent unveiling of the praça, as a renewed

promote creative sectors, defined by the arts and

public space, illustrate the area’s historic

technology, as innovative methods for social

relevance and its instrumental connectivity

improvement in Rio.

was the area in and around Praça Tiradentes Network (DC Network) and will hold the 2012
(see map 3.4). The O Monumenta project and World Forum of Creativity. The city wants to

O Projecto Corredor Cultural and its main cultural assets
Acervo UEP Tiradentes, 2003

This project site in Rio

to other areas of the downtown area. More
Praça Tiradentes

Praça XV

area’s cultural importance for Rio de Janeiro’s
overall image. While the project discusses the
maintenance of cultural vitality and historic
preservation, it was an ambitious plan that did
not take into consideration varying forms of

Largo da Carioca

land ownership (private owners, state owned

Rua do Lavradio

building and municipal owned buildings) and

Cinelândia

how that would affect renovation and building
usage. Furthermore, the site itself is emblematic
of the area’s cultural history via its building
stock and documented history, but the specifics
within the site have not been defined as to why

Lapa

they are cultural assets. Such cultural assets and

Mapa da Área do Corredor Cultural, no Centro do Rio de Janeiro, com os principais pólos culturais assinalados nos círculos

ntes, 2003
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3.5

importantly, these actions reconstitute the Planning in the 21st Century

ÁREA DE PROJETO

Área que compreende

Rio de Janeiro faces an interesting future in
the 21st century. Dramatic social and political
changes have occurred that invite the city into
a new phase of globalism and raise serious
questions regarding social equity, infrastructure
improvements, and political transparency.
The city’s possibilities are mediated by historic
shifts and moments in time, and permeate
the opportunities for the city and its public
realm. Now the city looks to the terms creative
industries and cultural economy as urban tools.
This terminology grows alongside the increasing
33

importance of its historic neighborhoods.

regeneration

programs

are

increasingly

A given area has a diverse network of territorially focused at the neighborhood level.
individuals that use or inhabit space. Not all Intervention is concentrated on the physical
voices can be heard, and not all voices have

space and strategic placement of new forms of

the same baritone. As the cultural economy

cultural facilities marked with international

and creative industries continue to be popular projections. The area around Praça Tiradentes is
terms in the urban lexicon, what do these terms an important territory in new urban regeneration
actually mean? How are they measured? And projects and policies. Accordingly, it is critical
how are these terms incorporating localized to understand the social opportunities and
actions into a planning discourse?

network of stakeholders currently involved in

A historic understanding of Rio de the area. The following section will elucidate
Janeiro’s planning is necessary to understand how

the methods for understanding current local

Rio is currently positioning itself. As illustrated clustering and practices.

1

2

Detailed maps illustrating the urban development of dowtown Rio de Janeiro.
1 mid 17th century

2 mid 18th century

3

praça tiradentes

3 early 20th century

Panorama of Rio de Janeiro, lithography Emil Bauch, 1873
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4. methods/

This study originated out of a general interest and curiosity of one of Rio’s most
notable and historically relevant plazas, Praça Tiradentes. Through informal
conversations (during October 2011) with several local artists and business owners
in the area, people’s emotional connection with the built environment around the
praça and their strong and local social and business connections were apparent.
Originally this study asked, why have creative industries clustered in the historic
district surrounding Praça Tiradentes, and how do these organizations structure
themselves to create local socio-economic development? In turn, how can current
governmental planning and fiscal policy be understood and enhance current
clustering?
During my initial investigative work it was apparent that quantitatively
mapping clusters via the business codes (derived from zip codes in census data) was
not feasible because this type of data does not exist as it does for census blocks in
the United States. Additionally, this study would be unable to compare clustering
at the site with other regions of the city, due to missing data and the time constraints
of the research. Thus, capturing clusters of stakeholders through social network
connectivity became the main focus. The praça is the centerpiece of the area and
was the space that sparked my initial interest. It is one of the most notable praças
in Rio, and a valuable example of public space in Rio’s historic central business
district, and arguably within all of Rio. Though Cariocas’ thoughts about the praça’s
surrounding area varies from plentiful and rich to derelict and dangerous no one
denies the historic importance of Praça Tiradentes. Thus it was a natural starting
point for on-site investigation because of its location and the types of organizations
surrounding the praça.
My research question became: how can a network of local stakeholders
inform and develop the cultural economy of the area? Under what conditions can the
municipal government improve its knowledge of what the cultural economy is, and
how can this benefit current planning practices in the area? To accomplish these
goals data collection was administered and synthesized in three steps:
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(1) Interviews and surveys with local
stakeholders to pinpoint and understand
connectivity of knowledge sharing
and product/event sharing with other
organizations,
(2) Generation of a network diagram for
Social Network Analysis (SNA) using open
sourced software from Gephi.org, and
(3) Interviews with Municipal officials in the
Department of Cultural Heritage, Urban
Intervention, Architecture and Design to
compliment on-site findings.
During fieldwork in January 2012, I located
and interviewed 10 organizations on Praça
Tiradentes or in very close proximity to the
praça.

The purpose of this exercise was to

create an index of actors and understand
the intention of their organizations as they
relate to the neighborhood. I defined specific
contacts, connections and ties between pairs of
actors. This manual method of data collection
uncovered connectivity of stakeholders for
a highly localized social network analysis.
Furthermore, this allowed greater insight into
the thoughts of local actors, and produced an
in-depth understanding of how organizations
work, and the tensions and partnerships
amongst organizations.
The second component of the interviews
consisted of a survey that documented
organization’s ties and affiliations with others
organizations. This survey was the base for
the social network analysis. The survey asked
organizations to list:
38

•

•

The organizations and people they 		
collaborate and share information with
to conduct a project, plan an event, or
sell a product, and
The organizations and people they 		
purchase goods or services from to
produce a project or event and 		
why.

4.2
Framing Social Network Analysis

and may exclude important actors.

attitudes, communication, services, and power
structures manifest in reality.

The purpose

of the survey was to generate a sociogram- a
graphic representation of social networks. This
method was used because of its conceptual
clarity and ability to reveal structural features of
social groups and networks. The social network
component of this research adds a supportive
component to the interviews conducted in that
it draws attention to the meaning of ties within a
social network for all the actors involved.
This research is a study of interrelated
groups; specifically it is a network of
organizations around Praça Tiradentes.

An

understanding of the organizations interviewed
and their relations/ties to organizations outside
of Praça Tiradentes is also an important factor;
and will be addressed in section 5. Boundary
specification is an important element of social
network analysis, and if it is not considered
properly it can affect the structure of a network

social network. This will identify differences

matters in considering boundaries for SNA. and consistencies within the network.
For this study the following were taken into
account when choosing the area around Praça
Tiradentes:

4.3
Generating the Social Network

•

The strong emphasis of the praça as a
central node for the downtown area.

An underpinning for network analysis is graph

•

Its central focus in the O 			
Monumenta project as a centerpiece for
Rio de Janeiro’s cultural heritage.

Intrapersonal ties matter if organizations are to
be understood. These ties transmit how behavior,

Location

•

Growing discussions about the cultural
relevance of the historic areas in 		
downtown Rio.
As stated in Section 2, Social Network

Analysis originated out of more qualitative and
empirical investigation of small to medium
sized social groups. With new technologies
and the growth of SNA as an analytical tool
its application expanded to quantitatively
understand large-scale phenomenon.

This

study returns to SNA’s origins but does so
using applications for large-scale quantitative
analysis. By combining social network analysis’
theoretical frameworks for both qualitative
(kinship relations) and quantitative research

theory, which investigates relationships between
actors on a planar layout (Nooy et al. 2005). The
graph is the network structure and consists of
a set of nodes (the smallest unit in a network
that represents one entity/actor, or in this study
an organization) that are connected by a series
of edges (ties or links between nodes). An edge
may be a directed or undirected tie. In the
case of this study, a directed tie is the mutual
communication of both nodes involved. For
example a theater director may discuss its event
schedule with the director of a local music
venue to make sure their schedules do not
overlap. Here information is exchanged from
both sides of the relationship. An undirected tie
is indirect contact/communication with a node.
For example an organization may buy fabric at
a local shop without ever communicating with
the owner of the shop.

(graph theory) this study aims to add a new
and valuable approach to SNA at the local level
and for planning practices.

This study not

only illustrates connectivity or relations among
actors, it also statistically identifies differences in
actor’s relationships with others and the makeup
of embedded clusters within the entirety of the
39

Basic Diagram of a Social Netowork Graph

`After the Forced Atlas algorithm rendered not legible because of overlap. The Force Atlas
the graph, I conducted several steps to form an

algorithm ran again, but this time size and

aesthetically legible representation of the graph location of nodes were considered. Afterwards,
for improved and intuitive comprehension. nodes did not overlap and legibility was clear.
The graph’s repulsion strength (which quantifies

The ability to detect and understand

how strong each pair of connected nodes

communities or clusters is a central component

attracts each other) was modified to 20, 000 to network analysis, particularly this study. The
to uniformly expand the graph and increase community detection algorithm, a component
legibility.

For the purpose of this study Gephi, an open- graph was generated for this study.

A co-

sourced software, was used to render, visualize

appearance network graph represents the value

and analyze the network graph. The graph

or number of co-appearances of a node’s edges

was visualized by inserting data derived from (Knuth, 2003). At first, the visual representation
the onsite surveys. Nodes were defined as the of the graph appeared randomly (see image 4.3).
organizations surveyed and the organizations I administered a series of representational visual
they listed contact with. All nodes were entered

Afterwards, the ranking module

of the Louvian Method,9

pinpointed clusters

configured the node’s size, and the ranking

within the network using the modularity statistic.

module degree calculated and ranked a node’s

The Gephi program partitioned the detected

number of connections.

communities using random color-coding and

A series of metrics utilized the statistics

labeled each node accordingly. I successfully

module average path length to compute

manipulated and rendered the original data set

betweeness centrality (this metric indicates

from the onsite surveys.

influential nodes). This calculated and set a

The quantitative methods used to

node’s size. At this point certain nodes were deploy and visualize qualitative data obtained

steps to modify the graph and clearly represent

into Gephi. After nodes were established, their the co-appearance of nodes and natural groups
edges were input into the data set. Each edge

generated from the data set. A layout algorithm

was catalogued as a directed or undirected

(a set of calculations that defines a set of

tie. For example Fundação Santa Cabrini was

operations to visually represent the data) set the

Image 4.3

interviewed and input as a node. Petrobras was graph’s shape and the algorithm- Forced Atlasalso input as a node (see index 5.2 and Appendix rendered the graph. I used the Forced Atlas for
A for organizations). Though Petrobras was

several reasons:

not interviewed it is known that they are an
important funding structure for Santa Cabrini. • It scales small to medium sized graphs;
Santa Cabrini regularly sends reports to

• It is a continuous algorithm allowing the
Petrobras regarding the growth and actions of user to manipulate the graph while it is being
the new foundation. Both are nodes and their rendered;
communication is a directed tie.
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• It has a linear-linear model, meaning linked
In its base form SNA is used to represent nodes attract each other and non-linked nodes
are pushed away. This creates clusters of
connectivity, therefore a co-appearance network
connections (Gephi, 2012).
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during interviews and discussions are modified 4.4 Interview with Municipal Officials
techniques created for this study’s application
of SNA. The graph visualized in this study

To complement my on-site data collection

Scales of Social Network Analysis
small scale

was modified to see social structures-- the Director of the Carioca Center for Design
through a node’s location on the graph and (sub-secretary of Cultural Heritage, Urban
its allotted color-coding-- and connectivity--

Intervention, Architecture and Design) and

highlighted by a node’s size. The purpose of the Director of Cultural Heritage, Urban
this modified method of SNA is to analyze

Intervention,

Architecture

and

Design

data and to see how place expands the actions (CUIAD) were interviewed. The purpose was
and meanings endowed by its organizational to understand current projects or strategies
users (Madanipour, 1996). Furthermore, by being used in the area (if any), what have
understanding the social network how are

been successful and/or ineffective practices in

geography, cultural identity, growth, and the area, and what are the major barriers for

medium scale

economic and social relationships constructing planning practice around Praça Tiradentes.
power dynamics or amalgamation in the built

Due to the inaccessibility of certain politicians

form around and in Praça Tiradentes? This is and city officials and the time frame for onsite
of particular importance to the planner who is investigation the Mayor of the city center and
concerned with the social spatial resources and the economist involved with the O Monumenta
possibilities for an improved and understood project were not interviewed.
urban environment. SNA coupled with a current
onsite understanding of social and economic The following section will highlight this
shifts can be a powerful and persuasive tool study’s findings as it relates to SNA and on-site
for planning. This study and its methodology

interviews.

large scale

explore whether a new type of analysis can help
envision plausible future scenarios in an area,
and the positive and negative externalities that
might arise within a networked society. This
will be discussed in section 5 and 6.

9
The Louvain Method uncovers nested modules in a network and illustrates partitions within a network (Browet and Van Dooren,
2011). This method’s algorithm identifies communities and hierarchies within the larger network.
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5. findings/

This research adds to the understanding of a local network of organizations
around Praça Tiradentes. Specifically this research highlights local organizations’
connectivity to one another and to multi scalar private and public actors (from
local businesses to federal programs). The connectivity, affiliation, and influence
of stakeholders represented in this section demonstrates the ways in which local
organizations are able to preform in the area, and illustrates the intricate character
of organizational structuring at the local scale. Additionally, the following findings
highlight the complex nature of ‘districts’ and demonstrates that this area is a mix
of traditional cultural districting (TCD) and naturally occurring cultural districting
(NOCD) through the interlaced small-scale cluster groups generated via social
network analysis.
The findings presented below derive from on-site interviews, surveys, and the
social network graph rendered and deployed using Gephi. First, the organizations I
interviewed are indexed and contextualized. General barriers and opportunities are
illustrated as they relate to the organizations around the praça. Second, the social
network graph is presented and explained. The statistical metrics defined in section
4 generated five cluster groups. The qualitative data I obtained during fieldwork
ascribes why Gephi generated the five groups and positioned organizations within
each group. Third, a summary of key points that relate to each group shows the
issues that planners must address. Also, I highlight the dual nature of districting
and how it manifests around the praça.

5.2
Initial Findings from interviews
Through data collection, I pinpointed and indexed the following organizations for
analysis. Map 5.2 shows the organizations interviewed and their locations, and
table 5.2 is an index of each organization.
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Map 5.2: Organizations and their locations

(4) Teatro João
Caetano

Index 5.2

>199 years
at location.
Name and
organizatio
n structure
have
Organizations
changed.

Organization

Years at
Current
Location

Sanctioned and
owned by the
State of Rio de
Janeiro, Secretary
of Culture

FUNARJ,
SEBRAE,
Secretario de
Estado de
Cultura

Type of Organization

Funding for
Organization

surrounding Praça

Informal
relationships
with Centro
Cultural Carioca
(owned by
Escola
de
Tiradentes
(cont.)
Danca)

(1)
than
a
Sanctioned
the
Petrobras,
(4)Fundação
Teatro João less
>199
years
Sanctionedby
and
FUNARJ,
Santa
Cabrini
year
(July
State
of Rio
de
CEDAE
Caetano
at location.
owned
by the
SEBRAE,
Name and Janeiro
State of Rio de
Secretario de
2011)
organizatio Janeiro, Secretary Estado de
n structure of Culture
Cultura
have
changed.
(2) Mr & Mr
(5) Centro de
Bebida
Referência do
Distribuidor
Artesanato
Brasileiro

Index 5.2 Organizations surrounding Praça Tiradentes
Organization

(1) Fundação
Santa Cabrini
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Years at
Current
Location

less than a
year (July
2011)

(2) Mr & Mr
Bebida
Distribuidor

>10 years

(3) Estudantia
(Club
Recreative
Tiradentes,
Fantasia
Estantia
Musical)

45 years

Type of Organization

Sanctioned by the
State of Rio de
Janeiro

Funding for
Organization

Petrobras,
CEDAE

Notable Local
Affiliations

Mr & Mr Bebida
Distribuidor

Purpose of Organization/Outputs

Reintroduce incarcerated into
general society, through selling
various goods from textiles to
artisan products at this location. A
seamstress works here for costume
making and tailoring. Open air
market in the praça (plans to expand
this market are being discussed)

Private Business:
beverage
distribution

Owner is the
Vice President
of Associação
Praça
Tiradentes,
Fundação Santa
Cabrini

Main beverage vendor in the area.
Clients range from hotels to
informal street vendors.

Private Business:
music venue and
dance hall.

Fundação Santa
Cabrini, Mr &
Mr Bebida
Distribuidor

Venue for private events and live
music and dance shows. Theater
classes are a part of general
programming as well.

>10 years
3 years

Private Business:
Sanctioned by
beverage
Federal
distribution
Institutions

(3) Estudantia
(Club
Recreative
(6) Fina
Tiradentes,
Batucada,
Fantasia
Bateria
Estantia
Feminina do
Musical)
Mestre Riko

45 years

(7) Centro de
Arte Maria
Teresa Vieira

25 years

Gallery/studio
space for visual
and literary arts

(8) Companhia
Teatral José de
Alencar

11 years

Local theater
troupe/school

(9) Centro
Cultural
Carioca (CCC)

10 years

Private business:
restaurant and
music/dance
venue

(10) Escola de
Dança (CCC)

15 years

Private business:
venue for dance
classes, owns
restaurant below
dance hall

>20 years

Private Business:
music venue and
dance hall.
Samba School

SEBRAE,
IPHAN,
Infrastructure
ImprovementIPHAN,
channeled
through O
Monumenta
project
Students pay a
fee

Students pay a
fee

Infrastructure
ImprovementIPHAN,
channeled
through O
Monumenta
project

Notable Local
Affiliations

Venue for theater, music, and
dance performances. Some social
services allow public school
students to run youth
performances.

Purpose of Organization/Outputs

Mr
& Mr Bebida
Informal
Distribuidor
relationships
with Centro
Cultural Carioca
(owned by
Escola de
Danca)

Reintroduce
incarcerated
Venue for theater,
music,into
and
general
society, through
selling
dance performances.
Some
social
servicesgoods
allowfrom
public
schoolto
various
textiles
students
to run youth
artisan
products
at this location. A
performances.
seamstress
works here for costume
making and tailoring. Open air
market in the praça (plans to expand
this market are being discussed)

Owner is the
Associação
Vice President
Novo
Rio
of Associação
Antigo,
Praça
Fundação
Tiradentes,Santa
Cabrini
Fundação Santa

Main beverage vendor in the area.
Exhibit
and promote
artesian
Clients range
from hotels
to and
Brazilian
folk
art
from
varying
informal street vendors.
regions of Brazil.

Fundação Santa
Cabrini, Mr &
Mr Bebida
Associação
Distribuidor
Praça
Tiradentes, Mr
& Mr Bebida
Distribuidor

Venue for private events and live
music and dance shows. Theater
classes are a part of general
Preform as a Samba school in
programming as well.
Carnival, preform in various
parades and shows. Percussion
classes for various woman,
attention is given to handicapped
women, battered women, etc.

local artists,
Fina Batucada

Platform to showcase visual and
performing arts. Create studio
space and forums for artists.

Mr & Mr Bebida
Distribuidor

Acting classes. Performances are
held at local public schools and in
public spaces.

Escola de Danca
(owner of CCC),
Associação
Novo Rio

Restaurant during lunch hours.
Host private shows and events in
the evening. On Wednesday they
now host the public event, Novo

Owner is the
President of
Associação Polo
Novo Rio
Antigo,
Subprefeitura do
Centro e Centro
Historico

Venue for dance classes (second
floor), Restaurant (first floor)

Cabrini
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Almost all of the organizations interviewed crucial components of knowledge sharing
stated they located in Praça Tiradentes because

in the area. The associations are Associação

of its central location, their ability to buy/rent, Praça Tiradentes- a collective of diverse
and the value of being in the historic section

local merchants and cultural producers- and

of the city. For the past 10 years there has

Associação Novo Rio Antigo- a collective of

been a growing interest in the area of study,

entrepreneurs and professionals that promote

particularly to renovate the building stock and gastronomy, cultural events, tourism and leisure
infill vacant buildings in the area. Through

5.3
Initial Findings from Social Network Graph
Information

derived

from

interviews and the importance of a node’s relationships

complement the social network analysis section

is demonstrated in its size and position on the

of this study. Five communities were detected graph.
Inclusive graphs generated by Gephi

in the historic neighborhoods of downtown

the O Monumenta project the praça, several Rio. The ability to conduct business, plan events
buildings in the praça and in its immediate and programming for an organization, and
vicinity where renovated through federal increase an organization’s visibility is strongly
funding. This has created a growing interest in related to these organizations. There is a certain
investing in the physical (historic preservation), degree of connectivity that links knowledge
social (cultural events and programming) and

sharing between the two associations, but

economic (entrepreneurial business) sectors.

this is a recent phenomenon. An example of

All organizations interviewed are interested improving relations is event programming
in investing or acting within at least one the

for an artisan fair in the public space of the

above sectors, and discuss a more unified

praça, these conversations arose through

identity building for the neighborhood. Several

both associations.

respondents stated that identity building and

associations discuss promotion of the area’s

the definition of local culture is precarious, and

historic identity as it relates to the arts, namely

Organizations in both

this arises from the political clout of certain music, dance and theater. Everyone that was
organizations. This creates fragmentation and interviewed acknowledged that fragmentation
some antagonism because of access to funding

in the area derives from issues of safety, political

structures and relations with local politicians.

ties to the Mayor, and the diversity of people’s

Of the organizations interviewed, Escola de

needs. The envisioned future of the praça is

Dança and Centro de Referência do Artesanato

split among organizations as it relates to market

Brasileiro
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accessed

governmental

funding and infrastructure investment for the growth

for infrastructure improvement under the O

of tourism and leisure activities. Tourism and

Monumenta program.

leisure are increasingly discussed, and many

Knowledge sharing is an important

organizations want to ‘buy into’ these markets

component of how an organization is able to

as a way to survive economically and promote

stabilize itself in the area. Two Associations

the name of their businesses and organizations.

located in the near vicinity of the praça are

Section 6 will raise this issue in more detail.

groups generated by the community detection algorithm:
group 1

group 2

group 3

group 4

group 5
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This section explains the size, position, and Group 1:
color groups generated. Specific examples and
explanation of their structural makeup clarify

Group 2:

how the diagram should be read. For clarification
about each node please refer to Table 5.2 for
interviewed organizations and Appendix A for

Group 3:

the list of additional organizations in the social
network.
Initial

observations

of

the

social

Group 4:

network diagram show five naturally occurring Group 5:
clusters, detected by the community detection
algorithm (see Diagram 1/Appendix B).

Centro Cultural Carioca, local musicians,
Estudantina

on the bottom. This relative distance illustrates 5.4 Group Characteristics

Escola de Dança, Teatro João Caetano,
Associação Novo Rio Antigo, Subprefeitura
do Centro e Centro Histórico

to one another. Escola de Dança and Gaspar

As stated above five groups were revealed using

sit in relative proximity to CCC, this visual

Gephi. The characteristics of each group shall be

representation highlights that the same person

expounded upon, and graphically highlighted.

Associação Praça Tiradentes, Mr & Mr
Bebida Distribuidor

owns all three organizations. While Escola de The qualitative data obtained during fieldwork

Fundação Santa Cabrini, Fina Batucada

CCC, Escola de Dança resides in another group quantitatively generated through Gephi.

Centro de Arte Maria Teresa Vieira

Diagrams and important characteristics of each
Novo Rio Antigo and has access and ties to group as as follows:
certain funding structures and local politicians.

In the graph the largest node is Santa Cabrini

In followed by Fina Batucada; this relates to their

terms of organizations located in the vicinity diverse communication with varying groups in
group 3 is the largest followed by group 2, the

the area. An apparent outlier in the graph is Rio

smallest is group 5. Among the five groups

Scenarium (see Appendix A), nonetheless they

their lack of communication and connectivity

Dança lies in close proximity to Gaspar and

will shed light on why the groups were

because the owner is the president of Associação

As illustrated by edges linked to SEBREA and
the Subprefeitura.

several organizations function as major players were discussed by almost all the organizations
The ranking

interviewed and have large amount of influence

module algorithm pinpointed influential nodes

in the area. Centro de Arte Maria Teresa Vieira

in Praça Tiradentes’ network.

within the network. A node’s size derives from is a large node in the graph, but in regards to
the amount of edges a node has with other their communication with other key nodes it
nodes/organizations.

The edges of a node would be considered relatively small. These

communicate the following:

discrepancies in size arise because the input

of the community detection places nodes in
• shared knowledge and project implementation
‘communities’ the program designates through
with other local organizations,
the input data set. A node’s size relates to its
• funding and communication with government
organizations, private organizations and NGOs, connectivity to other nodes in the data set.
and
A node’s position on the diagram relates
• buying and use of local services in the area.

Among the 5 groups, several nodes stand out as
influential to the area:
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to its repulsion strength, or attraction to other
nodes and its overall relation to other nodes
in the diagram. For example, Centro Cultural
Carioca (CCC) sits at the top of the network,
while Centro de Arte Maria Teresa Vieira sits
51

Diagram for Group 1:
A significant characteristic of nodes in group
1 are their complementary edges with group
2, namely Escola de Dança. As stated above
CCC and Gaspard have strong ties to Escola de
Dança. Local food and drink distributers and
hotels are tied to the entertainment industry and
illustrate a certain degree of local job generation.
Additionally local musicians are a part of this
group. Their ability to work in the area is directly
linked to entertainment venues such as CCC and
Estudantina. Additionally, musicians’ somewhat
central location in the diagram illustrates their
connectivity to various groups in the area, both
in entertainment and education.
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Diagram for Group 2:
The predominant typologies of group 2 are funding

important members of Assoc. Novo Rio Antigo.

structures and governmental administrations/

Both organizations have close ties to local politicians

bodies.

and the Subprefeitura. Through interviews with the

Furthermore, some local organizations

that have received assistance from the above owner of Escola de Dança and other organizations
are included in group 2. For example Escola de

that are a part of Assoc. Novo Rio Antigo they

Dança and Centro de Referência do Artesanato

are directly a part of event programming that the

Brasilerio received federal funding- through the O mayor wants to fulfill in the area. For example, a
Monumenta project (initiated through IPHAN)- to monthly antique fair is held on an adjacent street to
renovate their buildings. Centro de Referência do Praça Tiradentes. The growth and strength of this
Artesanato Brasilerio has received support through association is something that must be considered
SEBREA the Brazilian micro-finance organization. in the area of study and will be elaborated on in
Teatro João Caetano is a state owned organization; section 6. Additionally, the owner of Escola de
thus its ability to perform events and collaborate

Dança and the mayor are discussing programming

with other organizations is overseen and restricted for a half marathon in this section of downtown
by state mandates.

Nonetheless, the director Rio. The CCC, while a member of group 1, was

has informal ties with CCC. They communicate given the only liquor license to sell alcohol at public
regularly about how each organizations event

events in the area. This venture was formed as an

programming

others.

initiative for the CCC to manage and administer a

Schedules are carefully considered. For example,

weekly jazz festival initiated by the Subprefeitura.

can

complement

the

the end of a show at Teatro João Caetano is All other alcohol vendors are technically illegal,
considered when CCC creates its evening musical and enforcement of this rule is increasing. These
events.

incentives and funding structures are a form of
Escola de Dança (owner is the president)

Traditional Cultural Districting.

and Rio Scenarium (owner is the treasurer) are
54
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Diagram for Group 3:
The major node of this group is the local
Associação Praça Tiradentes.

event programming with the mayor, and to

Important deliberate with Associação Novo Rio Antiguo.

characteristics of this group are that the The most current initiative of the association is
aforementioned association unites many local to extend the monthly antique fair on Lavradio
organizations in the area. These organizations street onto the praça. This extension is being
vary

in

their

typologies

compared

to discussed with Fundação Santa Cabrini and the

organizations that are a part of Assoc. Novo Rio main purpose would be to showcase and sell
Antigo. Their common trait is their location

artisanal goods. The Vice President is cognizant

on the praça and their close proximity. The of changes in the area. He states a notable shift in
Vice President of Assoc. Praça Tiradentes is

the area is the shrinking population of informal

the owner of the drink distributer Mr. & Mr.

vendors. He stated that five years ago beverage

Bebida Distribuidor.

He is the stakeholder sales to informal vendors made up over 50%

that mediates and communicates with diverse

of his sales. Today, this percentage has shrunk

organizations such as Companhia Teatral José to approximately 20%.

To deal with these

de Alencar and Fundação Santa Cabrini. In an

changes he discusses how the association wants

interview with the vice president he stated the

to increase and promote artisanal products as a

association was started for several reasons: to

sector in the local economy.

strengthen organizations’ voices as they relate
to events and businesses in the area, to discuss
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Diagram for Group 4:
The most distinguishing characteristic of group Santa Cabrini also appear to buy goods in the
4 is the node size of Fundação Santa Cabrini. area, this directly ties to their ability to create
The organization is new to the area and is a part outputs for their organizations. For example the
of SEAP (see appendix A). The reason for its director of Fina Batucada buys various materials
size results from its connectivity to a range of

for costumes and production for musical

organizations and shows its potential strength

events. While this organization is not politically

as a stakeholder and knowledge disseminator. connected, ties in the community have
Furthermore, Fina Batucada is well connected

strengthened Fina Batucada’s ability to grow

in terms of knowledge sharing with a range of

over time.

organizations. General characteristics of this

are located in this group because of funding

Certain governmental structures

group are its larger nodes’ direct contact with mechanisms that support Santa Cabrini.
group 3.
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Both Fina Batucada and Fundação
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Diagram for Group 5:
Group five is the most isolated of all the groups,
and has the least amount of connections to
other nodes in the network. Centro de Arte
Maria Teresa Vieira is a large node in the
diagram. Nonetheless, its size does not derive
from connectivity to or influence on other
organizations that were interviewed for this
study. Its size derives from its network with local
visual and literary artists, and because some
organizational is received from government
programming such as Fundação Palmares and
FAEB.10

10
It should be noted that several organizations in this network are connected to larger institutional bodies. For example Fundação
Palmares is an organization under the institutional body IPHAN. This is not evident in the network because this study focuses on
the organizational network in the praça. For data collection the structural makeup of governmental institutions on a macro level
was not a factor and might have modified the local network and clouded the ability to see how organizations in the praça relate
to one another. Ultimately, detection of local organizational clusters would have been less apparent.
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important funding, namely through physical organizations within Associação Novo Rio

5.5 Analysis of the Social Network
The organizational structure of the nodes within the social network reveals two boundaries.
These boundaries split the network into three sections. Groups are segmented into the following:
Segment 1- Group 1 and 2; Segment 2- Group 3 and 4; Segment 3- Group 5.

restoration and local political support, which Antigo.
has greatly benefitted the growth of their
organizations.

Many of these organizations’

Segment 3 consists of group 5. This
segment is less complex in its structural makeup.

strength derive form direct relationships with Simply put its links with local governmental
local politicians in the Subprefeitura.

The

structures and other local organizations in the

well-organized and large Associação Novo

area is weak. While its outputs are notable-

Rio Antigo is an important component of this

such as studio space for artists, and literary and

segment. In future years, the association will creative events- it is fragmented from the general
gain importance in the social network of the

makeup of the area of study’s organizational

praça. In Praça Tiradentes several stakeholders

makeup and interactions.

such as Escola de Dança are important to the

Additional study of nodes’ connections,

growth and stability of the association in the complemented by on-site interviews, illustrates
area. Notably, the organization Rio Scenarium

the

(one the founders of the association) has

several organizations in the network. Social

social

and

political

importance

of

recently bought two properties on the praça. importance is defined as an organization’s
This will serve as an influential link to Rio ability to communicate and negotiate with
Scenarium’s other businesses on Rua Lavradio

other organizations, while political importance

and Rua Visconde do Rio Branco (see diagram is defined as ability to garner resources and
6.2, pg. 68). This institutional growth will give leverage organizations voices.
Rio Scenarium a larger voice in the praça.

Nodes of

social importance as are Escola de Danca,

A large portion of Segment 2 consists of Associação Praça Tiradentes, Mr and Mr
local organizations tied to the Association Praça Bebida Distribuidor, Fundação Santa Cabrini,
Tiradentes. These organizations are diverse in

and Fina Batucada. These nodes conduct their

their outputs compared to Associação Novo Rio

daily activities in the praça and communicate

Antigo. Organizations range from Companhia with a range of actors that directly or indirectly
Teatral José de Alencar- a small private theater- influence the economic and social interactions
to one of the major drink distributors in the area,

in the area.

Mr and Mr Bebida Distribuidor. Associação

are Secretario de Estado de Cultura, Escola

Nodes of political importance

Praça Tiradentes does have direct ties to the de Danca, Subprefeitura do Centro e Centro
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Prefietura, nonetheless these organizations do

Histórico, Rio Scenarium, Associação Novo Rio

Segment 1 consists of funding structures, local

music venues.

Many of the entrepreneurial

not generate revenues and garner the visible

Antigo, and Associação Praça Tiradentes, Mr

and state government, and entertainment/

organizations within this segment have received

and cohesive social and cultural capital that

and Mr Bebida Distribuidor.
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5.6 Summary: Key Points for Each Group
My analysis of the social network graph and Tiradentes.

local level of the praça. Localized joint action the districting each group is intentionally or

interviews indicate key points and processes cultural districts through planning and fiscal

through bi-lateral and multilateral action has

that each group raises for the area. Furthermore

policy have been unable to grasp the array of

not been understood as it relates to joint work

the generated clusters show a dual form of

issues and socio-cultural realities of the area

and conflict in the area. The following chart

districting that has occurred around Praça

and exclude efficiencies that take place at the

elucidates each group’s issues/potential and

Group # Issues/Potential that each group raises

1

Group 1 specifically shows how different types of local
organizations rely on one another for their cultural
and/or economic objectives.
Example:
Local musicians’ ability to preform and generate
interest and income for their band relies on where
they can play and promote themselves. Artists are
able to do this through organizations such as the
Centro Cultural Carioca (CCC) that are able to promote
the artists. CCC must create a certain amount of
services first to create spaces for musical and dance
performances. Local electronic businesses and food
and drink distributers aid this process.

2

Group 2 illustrates the multi scalar relationships of
government and local businesses in the praça. The
growth of the entertainment and leisure sector is an
issue that this group generates.
Example:
Key actors in the Association Novo Rio Antigo (Escola
de Danca, Rio Scenarium) have strong relationships
with local politicians, State sanctioned cultural entities,
and knowledge and past access to federal funding
streams for business improvements.

3
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Stark definitions of traditional

Group 3 elucidates a diversity of organizational
structures around the praça. Diverse needs of
stakeholders are umbrelled under the Associação Praça
Tiradentes. Also, this group shows the clearest link to
educational processes in the area.
Example:
Organizations in Associação Praça Tiradentes range
from a small-scale theater troupe to a major drink
distributer in the area. The clearest example of
educational processes in this case study is the
educational connection of artistic practices with local
public schools, illustrated by Companhia Teatral José
de Alencar theater performances and classes at local
public schools.

Type of Districting: NOCD/TCD

TCD is demonstrated through incentives and
titles granted by the municipal government.
For example, Estudantina was given a title
and certificate stating their ability to promote
themselves as a cultural center for the area. The
CCC was given the sole outdoor liquor license for
the area through local political ties and incentives.

Group # Issues/Potential that each group raises

4

Group 4 demonstrates that buying local goods and
making quick trips to run errands is important to the
daily practices of organizations. The major nodes, Fina
Batucada and Santa Cabrini, are key players in sharing
informal information in the praça.
Example:
Santa Cabrini is a key player in information sharing
and creating links among organizations in and around
the praça. Santa Cabrini is key to improved relations
between Assoc. Novo Rio Antigo and Praça Tiradentes.
This is exemplified in the extension of Rio Antigo’s
antique fair (on an adjacent street to the praça) into an
artisanal fair in the praça.

NOCD arises through musician’s communication
among each other about musical opportunities
in the area. Furthermore local businesses are
utilized for services because of close proximity
and informal relationships with the interviewed
organizations.

Type of Districting: NOCD/TCD

This group illustrates a combination of TCD
and NOCD. Santa Cabrini is a State sanctioned
organization and receives its funding from the
State of Rio de Janeiro and Petrobras. It was
strategically placed in the praça compared to the
remaining organizations in this group that settled
in the area on their own accord.

Fina Batucada Samba School relies on the textile,
fabric, and instrument shops in the area. This is integral
to the organization’s ability to produce costumes and
practice for performances. An employee of Santa
Cabrini and the founder of Fina Batucada stated that
the relationships that they cultivate with local business
owners reduce the price they pay for goods. This is an
important bonus for tight budgets.

Local Organizations in this group received funding
from IPHAN and support from SEBRAE. Also, event
programming is discussed with the Subprefeitura.
These examples illustrate the strongest instances
of TCD in this case study.

5

This group is the best example of NOCD
processes around the praça. Nonetheless, some
organizations in this group have political relations
with the Mayor and have used them to leverage
more power and voice in the area, specifically to
compete with Novo Rio Antigo.

unintentionally involved with.

Group 5 illustrates local not for profit organizations,
and their heavy reliance on multi scalar governmental
funding for project implementation. Recognition
through cultural and educational networks is key for
small not for profit verification and reception in artistic
and educational communities.
Example:
Centro de Arte Maria Teresa Vieira is a family owned
and run organization. The director’s family owns
the building; consequently rent is not an issue.
Nonetheless, putting an exhibition or event together
and renovating studio space is costly and money is
obtained through grants on the federal and municipal
scale. Through artistic and educational networks
the organization is able to advertise and create joint
projects with other organizations and local artists.

While governmental funding is integral to local
organizations, the funding is not strategic as it
relates to the territory of the area. It is not a TCD,
rather it is the indirect maintenance of NOCD.
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6. discussion/

The previous section illustrates the social network around Praça Tiradentes
and illustrates key nodes and clusters within that network. The following

section discusses how redevelopment strategies create complex and notable
issues that influence the environment of the area. Development pressures

are affecting and will continue to affect Praça Tiradentes’ network. So far
this study has discussed the theoretical framework surrounding clusters and

districting, the historic role of planning in Rio de Janeiro, and the network
of stakeholders in this case study. These particulars are important to address

for planning practices in the area, but they must be acknowledged alongside

three concerns that directly affect Praça Tiradentes: cluster Group 2 from
SNA and its deliberate and growing importance in the area, the barriers

that the municipal government of Rio faces, and the upsurge in building
prices. The potential for social network analysis as a tool for planning will
be addressed with recommendations and issues for further study.

6.2
Growing Power of One Association
As stated in previous sections traditional cultural districts are planned and
developed through institutional initiatives.

Policy tools, governmental

resources, and various support mechanisms benefit institutionalized TCDs.

The lens of redevelopment through the O Monumenta project and the
political support for certain local organizations is a strong base for members
of cluster group 2. Group 2 consists of key players in the local space of
the praça (Escola de Danca), the near vicinity and downtown area (Rio

Scenarium- near vicintiy, Subprefeitura and Associação Novo Rio Antigo-

downtown area), and federal funding structures (SEBRAE and IPHAN).
This shows a diverse scale of players from local private businesses to
federal funding structures. As stated, local private businesses in Group 2

have strong relationships with the Mayor and discuss event programming
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in the area. These strong ties are demonstrated and the current Treasurer is the owner of Rio
in Escola de Danca’s obtainment of funding for

Map 6.2 Organizations affiliated with Associação Novo Rio Antigo in downtown Rio

Scenarium, located on an adjacent street to

building restoration and its sister organization Praça Tiradentes (see diagram 6.2).

This

CCC’s acquisition of the sole liquor license to street houses several bars and restaurants that
vend alcohol in the street during festivals and are a part of Scenarium’s organizations and
concerts.

By understanding the relationship Associação Novo Rio Antigo. Rio Scenarium

between a select group of organizations, has become an institutional force on this now
politicians, and modes of incentives within

infamous street for antiques, evening music

the city, economic development and the and entertainment.

Through interviews and

cultural elements that entertainment allots is informal discussions with locals, Scenarium
an illustrative form of Traditional Cultural purchased two additional properties on the

Districting that has been discerningly planned praça (diagram 6.2, one location is noted, while

out. Through interviews it appears that actions the other location has not been identified). The
resembling TCD will continue to unfold.

buying of two properties on the praca illustrates

To reiterate Escola de Dança’s owner the association’s growing political and territorial

is also the President of Associação Novo Rio force in the network of Praça Tiradentes.
Antigo. One of the founders of this association

Associação Novo Rio Antigo is large

Diagram 6.2 (underlined organization are included in the Social Network Diagram)

and is comprised of 66 associated organizations reason Associação Praça Tiradentes was formed
in the downtown area, with strong emphasis

six years ago to strengthen the voice of other

in the historic neighborhoods. Organizations organizations on the praça. Certain connections

within the association range from antique link the two, namely the newest member of the
dealers, entertainment venues, and casual dining praça, Santa Cabrini. For the first time the two
to hotels and tourism related organizations. associations are discussing collaboration for
Lobbying power among this organization is very

events in the praça. From an optimistic stance,

turn Rua Lavradio into a pedestrian walkway.

itself becomes a site for group organization

the image and safety of much of downtown Rio,

cross collaboration and local identity building

association wields too much power. For this

From a more skeptical stance, the structuring

strong, for example this association was able to this example typifies how the neighborhood
This association has been integral to improving and how a key player- Santa Cabrini- aids
nonetheless there is growing concern that this with two somewhat conflicting associations.
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of community participation is underrepresented is infamous for its concentrated nightlife, and

ownership of a project. The most common

my research, it is crucial to acknowledge

of leisure and entertainment feel the need to

an event (2). Furthermore, the State is selling

The shifts in building prices will ultimately

and organizations that are not directly a part was once considered a derelict area of the city

or an area with small enclaves of bohemian

“buy into” Novo Rio Antigo’s dominant forms activity.

During the daytime it is relatively

of cultural representation and promotion. This quiet, and is mostly vacant during the weekend.
brings up issues about neighborhood diversity The activity in this neighborhood occurs after
and the outlets that grant inclusion in what regular business hours and the streets flood with
cultural programming is in Praça Tiradentes.

people as the night ensues. One interviewer

the two associations. During an interview with

to 3pm.”

stated that contention occurs between the two

neighborhood does not have a diverse 24-hour

has compared to the other. This demonstrates a

The inability to manage this issue is a

Furthermore, tension does arise between stated “you feel safer in Lapa at 3 am compared

Late night entertainment activity

the President of Novo Rio Antigo, he openly is not the concern; the concern is that this
because of the visible power one association cycle of operation.

clear form of territorial conflict. The positioning stated worry from the CUIAD and arises from
of organizations (the naturally generated cluster several key issues that arose during interviews:
groups via Gephi) and the segmentation in

the social network diagram illustrate this (1)
issue. Ability to connect these two entities and

incentivize them to collaborate in a variety of
ways that is not just consumer driven to outsiders

(2)

will be important to maintaining a level of
diversity and action among organizational (3)
structures around the praça.

6.3
Barriers that Municipal Government Face
During an interview with the Director of

CUIAD there is fear that the area around Praça
Tiradentes may solely become an entertainment
district, and resemble Lapa, a neighborhood in

close proximity to the praça. This neighborhood
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The municipalities lack of knowledge
of private building ownership and the
selling of these buildings in the area,
The State government and Municipal
government’s inability to collaborate
and share information, and
Bureaucratic structures in the Municipal
government that impede the creation 		
of managerial teams across departments
to oversee localities.

As a result the concern is that private businesses
are able to act at a quicker pace compared to

way ‘collaboration’ occurs is symbolically at
parts of its building stock in the area, and the

Municipality is unaware of the current changes
that are resulting. Additionally, a stated ideal

that arose from interviews was horizontal

social services, housing etc. work in long term

structure. The rental and mortgage costs must

be discussed as it relates to the neighborhood.

on the market for over a year, and stakeholders

‘teams’ in specific regions of the city. This in the area suspected that it will remain on the
would network government in a beneficial way, market because of speculation.
streamline applicable knowledge sharing, and

give the government a more visible image.
It was stated that this is unrealistic due to
bureaucratic structuring and differing agendas
(3). With lack of data sharing and a lack of

horizontal collaboration among government,

planners and policy makers sincerely involved

in the area must be willing and attuned to
local assets and stakeholders. This can be a

plethora of knowledge and data that can support
inclusive planning where crucial information is

legitimately shared with involved practitioners.
By looking more closely at what already exists
true creativity can build out existing resources
and compliment future plans.

Conflicts of governments arise because each

A key issue discussed during my interviews with

and each governmental body wants sole

remain in the area and will affect the network

where departments such as transportation, owned lot on the praça. This building has been

6.4
Increase of Land Value in Praça Tiradentes

government agency has different agendas

affect the ability for small organizations to

collaboration among municipal departments, Below shows the rental figures for a privately

the government, who at times does not have
full knowledge of the changes occurring (1).

particularly as it relates to redevelopment.

municipal officials is the impact of land pricing
in the area. While this issue is not central to

Location:
Praça Tiradentes, 83
Building:
635 squater meters; 3 floors, 1st floor was a resturant
Rent, entire building:
R$35.000 ($18,661 USD) per month
Rent per m2:
R$55,11 ($29.38 USD) per month
Selling price for entire building:
R$5 million ($2,665,810 USD)
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Furthermore, building prices for commercial amenities for the range of stakeholder needs.
and industrial buildings in the city center have

Maintaining a diverse range of amenities and

which social and economic structures can show sustainable development” will be powerless to
key players, clusters of groups, fragmentation,

cope with changes in the area (Rio de Janeiro,

increased from slightly over R$2.000 ($1,122 spaces that serve current users and can also

and convey multiple layers of data on one graph. 2005).

USD) per m2 in January 2008 to slightly over attract visitors needs to be explored.

Coupled with knowledge gathered through

R$5.000 ($2,805 USD) per m2 in January 2012,

interviews, pinpointing strategies to deal with networks and locale find themselves in conflict.

6.5 Pinpointing Potential through Social
as illustrated in graph 6.4. The current selling
Networks
price (April, 2012) is approximately R$5.000 per
m2.
As more attention is given to this area,

real estate values will only increase. Creation
and maintenance of affordable spaces for
work and residence will be key for local and
creative entrepreneurs, businesses and artists.
Furthermore, the neighborhood is complex and
a variety of services and amenities exist in the
surrounding area for residents, workers, and
visitors. Traditional cultural districts generally
do not provide a variety of neighborhood

The above illustrates difficulties that exist in
the area. Bolstering local community and
identity building is stated and necessary, but
how? The overarching issue for the CUIAD is
their inability to gain nuanced local knowledge
and act alongside organizations in the area.
This dissonance of space (the local) and time
(changes occurring) is not easily resolved in
planning. However obtaining local knowledge
through social network analysis is a method in

Graph 6.4 Price increase in commercial and industrial building sales in downtown Rio
(data generated from www.zap.com.br and Fundação Instituto de Pesquisas Econômicas)

Furthermore, members in the same

current processes and envisioning potential near

Around Praça Tiradentes undertones of conflict

future outcomes empowers the government and

arose in casual conversations and interviews;

makes it a key player within the network.

envisioning the future praça, cultural identity, and

Empowering local governments through

organizations’ political strength were noted. In

knowledge of nuanced social structures in the

the case of the praça, federal funding for historic

area is crucial. While members of an area have

renovations has fostered overall symbolic pride

tacit knowledge of structures and are cognizant

for the area among organizations interviewed.

of changes occurring, residents, business

Nonetheless it also heightened awareness of

owners, and people employed in the area cannot

power dynamics in the neighborhood. If one

control shifts in the socio-economic makeup type of organizational typology or political entity
of an area. Changes around Praça Tiradentes grows in territorial power the connectivity of
are not judged as negative, and they should be

the current members of the social network may

accepted as beneficial to an area that has had be in increasing conflict. Cultural vitality- as a
a low density of residents, and where drug

process- will be endangered. Manuel Castells

use and crime were severe concerns less than (1997) acknowledges that people interact and
a decade ago. It is the pace at which change socialize in their local environment. As a result
occurs and the inability for some to integrate or social networks are built out.
understand how to integrate into the planning

People tend

to “cluster in community organizations that,

process that is problematic. Thriving local areas over time, generate a feeling of belonging and,
that grow over a period of time occur through ultimately, a communal cultural identity. That is
“successful market contestation and sectoral

people must engage in urban movements (not

succession by relevant adaptations within the

quite revolutionary), through which common

local labor market and overarching institutions”

interests are discovered, and defended, life is

(Scott and Storper, 2009, p. 159). Here planning

shared somehow, and new meaning may be

and strategically visioning with a community produced” (Castells, 1997, p. 60).
is important, otherwise planning and its stated

Understanding

present

networks

goals of “cultural expression and local economic and planning for the future of a place is a
development that develops social capital and
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formidable task and visioning that future
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may prove troublesome. Mobilizing a large that derive from each group’s issues/potentials
audience is difficult, and even if mobilization

are as follows:

is administered, grandiose plans, false hopes
and disconnect of stakeholders visions and

(1) Diversity and inclusion needs to be
practioners’ ability to produce outcomes occur maintained and seen as a primary strength.
Point to diverse social and economic relations
(Helling 1998; Grant and Orser 2002).
and build these relationships out.
[Group 1 and 4]

6.6
Building New Capacities:
Recommendations and Issues for Further
Research

Local cultural economies must embrace a
range of artists, independent workers, local
businesses, not-for-profits, and community

Through

fieldwork

it

became

participation.
recognition

But
and

political/governmental

material

support

tend

to be allocated to stable and prosperous
associations.
community

This continued structure of
participation

underrepresents

apparent the neighborhood. While political ties with
that certificates or licenses to brand one’s organizations are inevitable, planning must take
organization as a Cultural Center is increasing. a more proactive step in mitigating the growth of
But criteria for becoming a Cultural Center one industry or voice. Planners need to pinpoint
appeared vague.

The definition of what a diverse stakeholders outside of group 2 that
Cultural Center does must be specified and communicate and work with Associação Novo
organizations need to be held accountable to Rio Antigo. Looking at SNA can streamline this

As demonstrated in Praça Tiradentes’ social

members that support cultural and economic

network, organizational relationships and

practices in the area. This is critical for long-

fulfill these requirements. Furthermore, the

structures are crucial underpinnings to a

term social cohesion and garnered respect for

location. They are informative of cultural and

the various actors that are inextricably linked

economic practices in the area. Returning to my

idea of what a Cultural Center is needs to be communicate with group 2 are pinpointed, as
broadened. The definitions need to expand well as influential actors within each generated

to one another.

When viewed as mutually

from just entertainment, theater and dance.

research question I asked: how can a network

inclusive groups social cohesion, social capital,

Educational offerings should be incorporated

of local stakeholders inform and develop the and production improves. Longtime residents
cultural economy of the area? Under what and workers in the area may not feel a part of
conditions can the municipal government

the area’s transformation even if there work

improve its knowledge of what the cultural

is linked to cultural processes. Making their

economy is, and how can this benefit current economic and cultural contributions more
planning practices?
visible and recognized in the larger scale of the
The key for municipal government network is key for a broader definition of the
working in Praça Tiradentes is to pinpoint arts and culture. This will maintain a wider
networked

clustered base of support for planners. Additionally,
differences. This study’s generated social associations with a diverse structure are more
network graph and its nodes are informative of likely to define diverse issues, understand a

groups

and

their

cultural and economic practices, and the issues
raised in this section expand the complexities

wider range of social action, and allocate tasks
to a range of organizations (Austin, 1991).

of the area. The key points that each generated Understanding diversity and pushing creative
group elucidates in chart 5.6 (pgs. 66-67) can measures by the varying organizations will
inform planning practices. Recommendations
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(2) Improve the definition of what a Cultural
Center is and does.
Integrate specific educational practices
and social opportunities for a range of
neighborhood users. [Group 1 and 2]

invigorate entrepreneurial drives.

process where key and influential actors that

group that should improve communication
with group 2.

Creating multi-stakeholder

into the definition where the arts, human rights, public processes where all members interpret
community-based research and economic and and articulate the benefits and impacts on
personal development are incorporated into the community’s cultural life will create more
an organization’s programming, events and transparency and increased equilibrium. This
training. Diverse cross-sectorial collaboration will reinforce the value of what are true cultural
within the network should be incentivized to

assets and its indicators. It will also enhance

broaden the actions and educational processes leadership skills across the spectrum of actors
of these “Cultural Centers.”
influencing collaboration and decision-making
processes.
(3) Access cultural impacts at the neighborhood
Incentivizing and emphasizing the
scale in the fashion that environmental impact
assessments are administered. [Group 2]
importance of leveraging local assets and
Cultural impacts of organizations need to
be seriously considered as they relate to the
neighborhood’s

ecosystem.

Associations

are created to improve representation and

the area’s distinctive characteristics across
associations, coalitions, and organizations will
benefit the area. When various cultural entities
can come together and organize themselves
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around common points and interests there will and artistic communities they can provide

economies of cultural based small businesses, (II) Illustrating a network of organizations

be greater success at cohesion and garnering

better information about outlets for funding

creative manufacturing, and local artists as will reduce local government’s burden of

investment that benefits more stakeholders.

structures.

Also governmental agencies can

well as retail and service sectors that will create saving face to community members and show

Successful efforts will only come if true become matchmakers for these communities

stability for an area where market trends may stakeholders how they can network with other

collectivism and partnerships occur. The goal linking them to educational and social networks

fluctuate.

is to make sure the concerns of the area are not

that they can benefit from.

their goals .

represented by only one recognized entity.

(6) Create Mixed-use for Affordable spaces
and practices.
(4) Think about how organizations are able Regulatory and stewardship models for
to produce their work and run day-to-day city owned buildings can spur the “24/7
operations. [Group 4]
communities” that have been voiced and
desired. [Group 5]
are crucial to creative outputs for organizations. Strict land policies and regulatory provisions
Maintaining these links in the local economy tend to segregate residential, retail,
manufacturing, and business spaces. This is

economic impacts of various businesses and not conducive for artists and organizations
light manufacturing in the vicinity must be that mix workspace with residency, and other
advocated. Monocultures will not inspire a

mixed-use activities. Creating mixed-use space

quality of work, arts and culture. Furthermore, for activities that culminate work, living, and
organizations that rely on a diversity of other communal activities will benefit a more
businesses and proximity for their work are

diverse use of an area throughout the day and

Their benefit low-income workers and members that
ability to run operations smoothly affects the need to reduced travel to and from work and
connections and knowledge sharing with other other organizational practices. Stimulating
large information nodes in the area.

and supporting small-scale creative and

organizations.

entrepreneurial activity aligns with mixed-

(5) Connect policies to local needs.
use buildings and areas. Planners need to
Improve dispersal of information about
specific funding mechanisms across agencies understand how to accommodate this diversity
and governmental scales that can be used by and think about how diversity of organizations
local organizations. [Group 5]
and practices will help recharge dormant
If

local

governmental

agencies

are

in

communication with small not for profits
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The above are recommendations that arise
from key issues raised in the Social Network.

The broad mix of stakeholders and diverse

Additionally, three general issues that address

voices in the area can foster community

all groups must also be considered.

planning. SNA can be a key component to
visualize this type of data. This may strengthen

(I) If municipal government wants to work

The local stores and businesses in the vicinity

is important. Identifying and quantifying the

groups, local actors and funding structures for

areas in the neighborhood.

This will also

create stronger links in the network of diverse

new ways to think about integration, multi-

within the neighborhood in cannot work in stakeholder processes, and empower people to
a vertical silo. It must become a node in the

work together rather than anticipate outside

network .

help. In this neighborhood, culture and art
can contribute to amalgamation.

Liaisons of local government should be placed

Indicating

how coalitions can take leads in creative and

within the community and navigate across culturally appropriate participatory planning
agencies working in the area. They should

can strengthened bottom up clustering.

To

manage political relationships that need to do this, additional forms of data need to be
support the range community changes and

collated and it needs to be accessible and legible

issues. Creativity, citizenship, and governance

for community members and organizations.

need to coalesce.

Technical assistance to disseminate and teach

Furthermore, throughout

my interviews many organizations stated people how to analyze types of data will also be
underrepresentation or a voiced believe that

needed. Bringing information together from

certain organizations get the spotlight. Making

government, community organizations, and

sure that organizations are communicating with

local universities can jump start this process.

government is key to disseminating information,
and giving organizations opportunities to access

(III) Ceative policies and targeted funding must

funding and other support systems. This will ensure that existing cultural assets are not
benefit all involved.

displaced by the growing real estate industry
that they help create.
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As developers enter the discussion about economy of a city (Scott and Storper, 2009). As
design and planning they must be required and

demonstrated in this study an area is a complex

incentivized to work with the local community

ecosystem of people and history. To have an

and integrate community benefits into their autonomous effect in an area, understanding
plans from the start of their development plans. If

urban dynamics in the form of geographic

properly executed this will secure the long-term

relationships, local economies, social identities,

presence of a local cultural economy. For the and collective actions are vital. Pinpointing
past decade promoting cities as entertainment urban dynamism- as productive resources,
machines and places for the creative class have

skills, and organizational coordination- can

been outlined in urban policy agendas and de- help span out the economy of the area, and
emphasize other issues that relate to the cultural

better define cultural vitality.

event at Companhia Teatral José de Alencar, 2011 photo courtesy of José de Alencar

Novo Lapa Jazz, held in an outdoor space adjacent to Praça Tiradentes photo courtesy of Nelson Porto, todorio.com
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7. conclusion/

“Culture” as terminology is laden with various meanings and can become

easily blurred. Nonetheless, this term is increasingly used in policy and

planning documents. For the planner this is of particular concern as it
relates current and changing socio-spatial and economic characteristics. It

is understood that culture should not be reduced to a core list of attributes
but rather be understood as a process. This veracity is difficult to pinpoint

and understand, and is particularly problematic with the growing demand to
reintroduce planning and design processes into historic city centers, as in the

case of Praça Tiradentes. This research sought to understand connectivity
among local stakeholders around Praça Tiradentes. Regeneration of historic

areas is an important element of contemporary urbanism in Rio, and has
sought to integrate cultural processes into the discussion.

Through social network analysis and the clustering of organizations

within the network, current interactions are better understood, and path
dependency and patterns become visible to the discerning eye. Furthermore,

processes that will shape the near future become more apparent. While

SNA has a deviation of error, it can be used for synthesizing knowledge and
understanding processes of change. The municipal government can pinpoint

and link gaps in the social network fabric to create more accountability and

aid desired progressive agendas. It is important to understand how “human

action always shifts patterns of opportunities” and is “played out in the
context of pre-existing sets” of opportunities and barriers (Scott and Storper,

2009, p. 161). More proactive and strategic planning methods, that utilize
the current social fabric lessens a burden on municipal government and
also makes a local populace knowledgeable and accountable for changes
occurring.

In a diverse neighborhood where forms of cultural districting are

considered it is crucial for planning practices to be responsive to on the

ground conditions while being flexible to accommodate specific qualities
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of an area and local cluster groups. A new
type of districting needs to occur where TCDs

and the cultural economy are generally studied
on the macro geographic scale, but this study

failures and potentials are better understood sought to look at clustering and networks at the
and NOCDs are pinpointed in the area. In many local scale. SNA was insightful for this study
ways TCDs disappoint in promoting an area’s

and can become an informative tool to benefit

diverse and current practices, and promote local responsiveness and illustrate community
vague and gleeful adoptions of ‘culture’ as relations. Ultimately this will help planners
economic strategies for a city. Many times they collaborate with local organizations and gain
are not properly anchored in the neighborhoods valuable information about an area. A small to
that they district.

In an interview with the medium scale of SNA is powerful because its

municipal Director of Cultural, Heritage, Urban graph represents a landscape that can be studied
Intervention, Architecture and Design, he stated

and comprehended in a real world time and

stem from two crucial points. First, incentives

Understanding clustering and social

that the failures of the O Monumenta Project

setting.

that were given to upgrading buildings did not networks should complement the growing

take into account real estate speculation that rhetoric of local identities and placemakeing
would follow. Second and important to this in a proactive manner. Contemporary planning
research, the project was implemented without documents such as O Monumenta acknowledge
understanding the complex spectrum of actors

and firmly state that urban revitalization should

in the area and their needs. This illustrates that be based off community participation as a means

an agenda cannot truly be progressive if tools for cultural, social and economic development,
and knowledge of local process are not in place which uncovers and manifests local culture
before policy.

(Rio de Janeiro, 2005). For the past 20 years

This demands serious reflection; unique planning documents in Rio have recognized the

In the coming years Praça Tiradentes will gain
prominence in this discussion, and actuating

work in the everyday practices.

relations between civil society and the state.

(1958) states that human life is always engaged

by changing social and economic relations, and

should define the built environment. In a city and its creations. The environment an individual
that strives to find a balance between growth

and equity, the logic of knowledge and process

in this research, both forms of districting have downtown Rio and community participation
occurred, and the planner in Praça Tiradentes

compared to its predecessors- the “Colonial

must acknowledge these forms of districting City” and “Modernist City.” This mark should be
and allow them to be complimentary. Clustering furthered and must be strengthened as Rio pushes

lives within can only exist through the human

activity that produces it (Arendt, 1958). If the

is palpable. As the city and Praça Tiradentes municipality wants to embrace a mixture of
rapidly move into the 21st century, and new
projects that relate to the cultural economy and

historic preservation, while enhancing local
socio-economic development close attention

creative industries are administered it must be must be given to everyday connections and
remembered that the success of a project and

processes. The quality of physical space and

amenities and specific sectors of the economy.

maintain local processes. If the street does have

a place are not solely dependent on design,

terminology is not enough to cultivate and

Likewise, the ability to overcome bureaucratic a soul there is a simple logic to understanding it,
and social conflict can arise from understanding and it begins on the street.
how to spark cultural and social responsiveness
through

solutions.

pluralistic

and

inventive

urban

Engaging key players in the area and the

historic and social divisions in Carioca society.

As illustrated an inward thinking about historic regions of

Hannah Arendt in The Human Condition

Contemporary and localized social meaning in various activities within the “world of men”

practice. NOCDs need to grow and act within
the redevelopment processes.

given to the network of communities within one

is becoming a territorialized space influenced

multi dimensional clustered groups is crucial

its “Contemporary City” form is marked by

‘creative.’ Thoughtful consideration must be

inclusive plans may prove difficult. This area community and must appreciate the culture at

cultural structures of a neighborhood can need to enhance the public realm and integrate
help inform reflection, thought, and in turn social processes into the discussion. Rio in
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for global cultural and economic recognition. the unconstrained use of the words ‘culture’ or

to prevent dichotomous results and reinforce
Repackaging culture for public consumption
or vague branding strategies will distance the
area from its deep history that so many want
to showcase. This area is captivating and must

not be diluted or lost in political rhetoric or
83

Appendix A Reference for Section 4
Organization/Institution	
  

Purpose	
  

Organization/Institution	
  

Purpose	
  

Aguarras-‐	
  Federação	
  de	
  Arte-‐Educadores	
  do	
  Brasil,	
  
FAEB	
  (Federation	
  of	
  Brazilian	
  Art	
  Educators)	
  

Representative	
  body	
  of	
  art	
  educators	
  at	
  the	
  Federal,	
  
State	
  and	
  Municipal	
  levels.	
  	
  The	
  Objective	
  is	
  to	
  
"strengthen	
  and	
  enhance	
  arts	
  education	
  through	
  
Brazilian	
  cultural	
  and	
  social	
  identity."	
  

Aguarras-‐	
  
Federação	
  
de	
  Arte-‐Educadores	
  
do	
  Brasil,	
  
Empreendedores	
  
Culturais	
  
em	
  Rede	
  	
  
FAEB	
  (Federation	
  of	
  Brazilian	
  Art	
  Educators)	
  

Representative	
  
body	
  of	
  art	
  
educators	
  at	
  the	
  Federal,	
  
	
  Cultural	
  Entrepreneurial	
  
Network	
  
State	
  and	
  Municipal	
  levels.	
  	
  The	
  Objective	
  is	
  to	
  
"strengthen	
  
enhance	
  
arts	
  education	
  through	
  
	
  Costa	
  Meto	
  aSnd	
  
chool	
  
of	
  Music	
  
Brazilian	
  cultural	
  and	
  social	
  identity."	
  

Associação	
  Cultural	
  Coletivo	
  João	
  do	
  Rio	
  (Cultural	
  
Collective	
  Association	
  of	
  writer	
  João	
  do	
  Rio)	
  

Goal	
  is	
  to	
  develop,	
  promote,	
  and	
  implement	
  cultural	
  
exchange	
  with	
  Brazilian	
  organizations	
  and	
  nations	
  
that	
  Brazil	
  has	
  strong	
  diplomatic	
  relationships	
  with.	
  
The	
  focus	
  is	
  on	
  the	
  arts	
  and	
  history.	
  

FUNARJ-‐	
  Fundação	
  
Mantuano	
  
do	
  
Associação	
  
Cultural	
  A
Cnita	
  
oletivo	
  
João	
  do	
  dRe	
  
io	
  A(rtes	
  
Cultural	
  
Estado	
  do	
  ARssociation	
  
io	
  de	
  Janeiro	
  
Collective	
  
of	
  writer	
  João	
  do	
  Rio)	
  
(Anita	
  Mantuano	
  Foundation	
  of	
  the	
  Arts	
  for	
  the	
  
State	
  of	
  Rio	
  de	
  Janeiro)	
  

Associação	
  Polo	
  Novo	
  Rio	
  Antigo	
  (New	
  Antique	
  Rio	
  
Association)	
  
	
  

An	
  association	
  of	
  entrepreneurs	
  and	
  professionals	
  
that	
  promote	
  gastronomy,	
  cultural	
  activities,	
  tourism,	
  
and	
  leisure	
  in	
  several	
  neighborhoods	
  in	
  the	
  historic	
  
sections	
  of	
  downtown	
  Rio.	
  	
  A	
  main	
  driver	
  of	
  the	
  
association	
  is	
  to	
  “foster	
  the	
  cultural	
  and	
  economic	
  
revitalization	
  of	
  historic	
  downtown	
  Rio.”	
  	
  	
  

ASSOCIAÇÃO	
  COMERCIAL	
  DA	
  PRAÇA	
  TIRADENTES	
  
An	
  association	
  of	
  local	
  merchants	
  in	
  the	
  vicinity	
  of	
  
(APTA)	
  (Commercial	
  Association	
  of	
  Praça	
  Tiradentes)	
   Praça	
  Tiradentes.	
  Started	
  6	
  years	
  ago.	
  	
  
CEDAE-‐	
  Companhia	
  Estadual	
  de	
  Aguas	
  e	
  Esgotos	
  
(State	
  Water	
  and	
  Sewage	
  Company)	
  

CEDAE	
  operates	
  and	
  maintains	
  the	
  collection,	
  
treatment,	
  distribution	
  of	
  water	
  and	
  the	
  disposal	
  of	
  
sewage	
  for	
  all	
  the	
  municipalities	
  in	
  the	
  State	
  of	
  Rio	
  de	
  
Janeiro.	
  Since	
  2009	
  the	
  stock	
  market	
  shares	
  of	
  CEDAE	
  
increased	
  dramatically.	
  Due	
  to	
  this	
  CEDAE	
  has	
  stated	
  
its	
  growing	
  interest	
  in	
  various	
  social	
  and	
  
environmental	
  activities	
  that	
  promote	
  improved	
  
quality	
  of	
  life.	
  

Escola	
  de	
  Musica	
  Costa	
  Meto	
  	
  	
  

The	
  m
of	
  FpUNARJ	
  
is	
  tao	
  
(1)	
  
encourage	
  cultural	
  
Goal	
  
is	
  ain	
  
to	
  dgoals	
  
evelop,	
  
romote,	
  
nd	
  
implement	
  
programming	
  
projects	
  
aimed	
  at	
  developing	
  
the	
  
exchange	
  
with	
  aBnd	
  
razilian	
  
organizations	
  
and	
  nations	
  
artistic	
  
f
ields	
  
o
f	
  
m
usic,	
  
d
ance	
  
a
nd	
  
t
heater	
  
t
hrough	
  
that	
  Brazil	
  has	
  strong	
  diplomatic	
  relationships	
  with.	
  
established	
  
enters,	
  
2)	
  encourage	
  
The	
  
focus	
  is	
  coultural	
  
n	
  the	
  acrts	
  
and	
  h(istory.	
  
programming	
  and	
  preservation	
  of	
  museum	
  collections	
  
Associação	
  Polo	
  Novo	
  Rio	
  Antigo	
  (New	
  Antique	
  Rio	
  
An	
  
association	
  
of	
  peublic	
  
ntrepreneurs	
  
and	
  ap
rofessionals	
  
both	
  
private	
  and	
  
(3)	
  manage	
  
dministrative	
  
Association)	
  
that	
  
promote	
  
gastronomy,	
  
cultural	
  activities,	
  
tourism,	
  
bodies	
  
that	
  implement	
  
programming	
  
and	
  funding,	
  
(4)	
  
	
  
and	
  
l
eisure	
  
i
n	
  
s
everal	
  
n
eighborhoods	
  
i
n	
  
t
he	
  
h
istoric	
  
create	
  agreements	
  and	
  contracts	
  with	
  public	
  and	
  
sections	
  
f	
  downtown	
  
Rio.	
  
	
  Aa	
  m
ain	
  driver	
  
of	
  the	
  
private	
  eontities	
  
in	
  Brazil	
  
and	
  
broad,	
  
(5)	
  disseminate	
  
association	
  
i
s	
  
t
o	
  
“
foster	
  
t
he	
  
c
ultural	
  
a
nd	
  
e
conomic	
  
information	
  about	
  music,	
  dance	
  theater,	
  and	
  the	
  arts	
  
throughout	
  the	
  
of	
  dRowntown	
  
J,	
  (6)	
  provide	
  
grants	
  
for	
  
revitalization	
  
of	
  shtate	
  
istoric	
  
Rio.”	
  
	
  	
  
cultural	
  and	
  education	
  programs.	
  
ASSOCIAÇÃO	
  COMERCIAL	
  DA	
  PRAÇA	
  TIRADENTES	
  
An	
  association	
  of	
  local	
  merchants	
  in	
  the	
  vicinity	
  of	
  
FUNLAR-‐	
  
Rio	
  	
  
Goal	
  is	
  
to	
  open	
  employment	
  
opportunities	
  
to	
  lower	
  
(APTA)	
  
(Commercial	
  
Association	
  of	
  Praça	
  Tiradentes)	
   Praça	
  
Tiradentes.	
  
Started	
  6	
  years	
  
ago.	
  	
  
socio	
  economic	
  groups	
  in	
  the	
  city	
  of	
  Rio	
  de	
  Janeiro	
  
through	
  
free	
  access	
  
o	
  aintains	
  
information	
  
CEDAE-‐	
  Companhia	
  Estadual	
  de	
  Aguas	
  e	
  Esgotos	
  
CEDAE	
  
operates	
  
and	
  tm
the	
  ctechnology	
  
ollection,	
   and	
  
communication.	
  
T
his	
  
i
s	
  
a
	
  
p
roject	
  
i
n	
  
P
with	
  
(State	
  Water	
  and	
  Sewage	
  Company)	
  
treatment,	
  distribution	
  of	
  water	
  and	
  artnership	
  
the	
  disposal	
  
of	
  
City	
  Hall.	
  
	
  	
  	
   all	
  the	
  municipalities	
  in	
  the	
  State	
  of	
  Rio	
  de	
  
sewage	
  
for	
  
Fundação	
  Cultural	
  Palmares	
  
FUNLAR-‐	
  Rio	
  

Carioca	
  Da	
  Gema	
  	
  

Bar	
  and	
  Restaurant	
  located	
  in	
  an	
  adjacent	
  to	
  the	
  
neighborhood	
  of	
  Praça	
  Tiradentes.	
  	
  Owner	
  is	
  the	
  
Treasurer	
  of	
  Associação	
  Polo	
  Novo	
  Rio	
  Antiguo.	
  	
  	
  

Carioca	
  Da	
  Gema	
  	
  

Empreendedores	
  Culturais	
  em	
  Rede	
  	
  

	
  Cultural	
  Entrepreneurial	
  Network	
  

Empreendedores	
  Culturais	
  em	
  Rede	
  	
  

Escola	
  de	
  Musica	
  Costa	
  Meto	
  	
  	
  

	
  Costa	
  Meto	
  School	
  of	
  Music	
  

Escola	
  de	
  Musica	
  Costa	
  Meto	
  	
  	
  
Gaspar	
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Janeiro.	
  Since	
  2009	
  the	
  stock	
  market	
  shares	
  of	
  CEDAE	
  
Federally	
  funded	
  institution	
  under	
  that	
  Ministry	
  of	
  
increased	
  dramatically.	
  Due	
  to	
  this	
  CEDAE	
  has	
  stated	
  
Culture	
  that	
  aims	
  to	
  promote	
  and	
  maintain	
  African-‐
its	
  growing	
  interest	
  in	
  various	
  social	
  and	
  
Brazilian	
  Culture.	
  	
  Main	
  concerns	
  are	
  racial	
  equality	
  
environmental	
  activities	
  that	
  promote	
  improved	
  
and	
  valuing	
  African	
  origin	
  culture.	
  	
  The	
  Palmares	
  
quality	
  of	
  life.	
  
Foundation	
  is	
  in	
  charge	
  of	
  tangible	
  and	
  intangible	
  
heritage.	
  
	
  Tangible	
  alocated	
  
ssets	
  are	
  
cultural	
  
Bar	
  
and	
  Restaurant	
  
in	
  pahysical	
  
n	
  adjacent	
  
to	
  the	
  
property.	
  
	
  
I
ntangible	
  
h
eritage	
  
i
s	
  
d
efined	
  
(
by	
  
neighborhood	
  of	
  Praça	
  Tiradentes.	
  	
  Owner	
  is	
  UtNESCO)	
  
he	
  
as	
  the	
  practices,	
  
representation,	
  
expressions,	
  
Treasurer	
  
of	
  Associação	
  
Polo	
  Novo	
  
Rio	
  Antiguo.	
  	
  	
  
knowledge	
  techniques,	
  places,	
  and	
  communities	
  that	
  
	
  represent	
  
Cultural	
  Entrepreneurial	
  
Network	
   as	
  a	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  
or	
  recognize	
  themselves	
  
cultural	
  heritage	
  of	
  an	
  area.	
  Regional	
  hubs	
  are	
  located	
  
regional	
  hub	
  was	
  founded	
  
	
  throughout	
  
Costa	
  Meto	
  BSrazil.	
  
chool	
  Borazil’s	
  
f	
  Music	
  
in	
  2003.	
  	
  	
  
Recently	
  opened	
  casual	
  dining	
  restaurant	
  owned	
  by	
  
the	
  owner	
  of	
  Escola	
  de	
  Danca	
  and	
  Centro	
  Cultural	
  
Carioca.	
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Organization/Institution	
  

Purpose	
  

Organization/Institution	
  

Purpose	
  

Aguarras-‐	
  
Federação	
  
e	
  Arte-‐Educadores	
  
rasil,	
  
IPHAN-‐	
  Instituto	
  
do	
  Pdatrimônio	
  
Histórico	
  deo	
  
	
  ABrtístico	
  
FAEB	
  
(Federation	
  
of	
  for	
  
Brazilian	
  
Art	
  
ducators)	
  
Nacional	
  
(Institute	
  
National	
  
AErts	
  
and	
  Heritage)	
  

Representative	
  
body	
  doefines	
  
f	
  art	
  ew
ducators	
  
at	
  the	
  
Federal,	
  
This	
  Federal	
  Agency	
  
hat	
  cultural	
  
heritage	
  
State	
  
and	
  
Municipal	
  alre	
  
evels.	
  
	
  The	
  sOcience,	
  
bjective	
  
is	
  to	
  
and	
  its	
  
expressions	
  
through	
  
art,	
  
"strengthen	
  
and	
  
arts	
  
education	
  
through	
  
technology,	
  b
uilt	
  efnhance	
  
orm,	
  and	
  
society.	
  
	
  The	
  m
ain	
  goal	
  is	
  
Brazilian	
  
cultural	
  
and	
  spocial	
  
identity."	
  
to	
  identify,	
  
document	
  
rotect	
  
and	
  promote	
  cultural	
  

Aguarras-‐	
  
Federação	
  de	
  Arte-‐Educadores	
  do	
  Brasil,	
  
Rio	
  Scenarium	
  
FAEB	
  (Federation	
  of	
  Brazilian	
  Art	
  Educators)	
  

Representative	
  
of	
  art	
  eis	
  ducators	
  
at	
  tohe	
  
Federal,	
  
As	
  an	
  entity	
  Rio	
  bSody	
  
cenarium	
  
comprised	
  
f	
  several	
  
Bar	
  
State	
  
nd	
  Municipal	
  
levels.	
  	
  hTall	
  
he	
  aOnd	
  
bjective	
  
to	
  renting	
  
and	
  Raestaurants,	
  
a	
  concert	
  
offices	
  is	
  
for	
  
"strengthen	
  
nd	
  enhance	
  
arts	
  
through	
  
and	
  buying	
  aantiques.	
  
	
  Most	
  
of	
  eRducation	
  
io	
  Scenarium’s	
  
events	
  
Brazilian	
  
cultural	
  
and	
  social	
  isdentity."	
  
derive	
  from	
  
entertainment,	
  
uch	
  as	
  music,	
  theater	
  

Associação	
  Cultural	
  Coletivo	
  João	
  do	
  Rio	
  (Cultural	
  
Collective	
  Association	
  of	
  writer	
  João	
  do	
  Rio)	
  

Associação	
  Polo	
  Novo	
  Rio	
  Antigo	
  (New	
  Antique	
  Rio	
  
Association)	
  
Museu	
  de	
  Favela	
  
	
  

heritage	
  in	
  Brazil.	
  Recent	
  large	
  projects	
  administered	
  
Goal	
  
is	
  to	
  dhevelop,	
  
promote,	
  
and	
  implement	
  
cultural	
  of	
  
by	
  IPHAN	
  
ave	
  been	
  
the	
  restoration	
  
and	
  renovation	
  
exchange	
  
with	
  
Brazilian	
  
organizations	
  
and	
  
nations	
   of	
  
architectural	
  
heritage	
  
sites	
  
in	
  Brazil,	
  and	
  
collection	
  
that	
  
B
razil	
  
h
as	
  
s
trong	
  
d
iplomatic	
  
r
elationships	
  
with.	
  
important	
  and	
  artistic	
  artifacts.	
  	
  The	
  next	
  large-‐scale	
  
The	
  
focus	
  
s	
  on	
  for	
  
the	
  
arts	
  aw
nd	
  
stage	
  
of	
  wiork	
  
IPHAN	
  
ill	
  hbistory.	
  
e	
  the	
  preservations	
  of	
  
landscapes	
  and	
  landforms.	
  	
  	
  
An	
  association	
  of	
  entrepreneurs	
  and	
  professionals	
  
that	
  
romote	
  
gastronomy,	
  
cultural	
  
ctivities,	
  tmourism,	
  
The	
  Fpirst	
  
museum	
  
to	
  showcase	
  
the	
  acollective	
  
emory	
  
and	
  
l
eisure	
  
i
n	
  
s
everal	
  
n
eighborhoods	
  
i
n	
  
t
he	
  
h
istoric	
  
and	
  cultural	
  heritage	
  of	
  the	
  world’s	
  favelas.	
  	
  Founded	
  
sections	
  
f	
  downtown	
  
io.	
  	
  A	
  mpain	
  
driver	
  of	
  othe	
  
in	
  2008,	
  o
this	
  
museum	
  dRefends	
  
reservation	
  
f	
  local	
  
association	
  
i
s	
  
t
o	
  
“
foster	
  
t
he	
  
c
ultural	
  
a
nd	
  
e
conomic	
  
life	
  and	
  the	
  fight	
  against	
  the	
  social	
  segregation	
  of	
  

revitalization	
  
of	
  ohf	
  istoric	
  
owntown	
  
	
  	
  
favelas.	
  	
  A	
  goal	
  
this	
  mduseum	
  
is	
  to	
  Riio.”	
  
naugurate	
  
several	
  galleries	
  that	
  promote	
  cultural	
  tourism	
  of	
  Rio.	
  
ASSOCIAÇÃO	
  COMERCIAL	
  DA	
  PRAÇA	
  TIRADENTES	
  
An	
  association	
  of	
  local	
  merchants	
  in	
  the	
  vicinity	
  of	
  
Shareholders	
  would	
  be	
  local	
  residents.	
  	
  	
  
(APTA)	
  (Commercial	
  Association	
  of	
  Praça	
  Tiradentes)	
   Praça	
  Tiradentes.	
  Started	
  6	
  years	
  ago.	
  	
  
Partners	
  of	
  the	
  Americas	
  
CEDAE-‐	
  Companhia	
  Estadual	
  de	
  Aguas	
  e	
  Esgotos	
  
(State	
  Water	
  and	
  Sewage	
  Company)	
  

Empreendedores	
  Culturais	
  em	
  Rede	
  	
  

An	
  international	
  network	
  that	
  promotes	
  the	
  social	
  
CEDAE	
  
operates	
  
and	
  maintains	
  
he	
  Acollection,	
  
and	
  economic	
  
development	
  
in	
  tthe	
  
mericas	
  via	
  
treatment,	
  
d
istribution	
  
o
f	
  
w
ater	
  
a
nd	
  
the	
  disposal	
  of	
  
leadership,	
  voluntary	
  service,	
  and	
  development	
  
sewage	
  
for	
  	
  Tahe	
  
ll	
  the	
  
municipalities	
  
in	
  the	
  State	
  is	
  otf	
  o	
  Rio	
  de	
  
programs.	
  
mission	
  
of	
  this	
  organization	
  
Janeiro.	
  
S
ince	
  
2
009	
  
t
he	
  
s
tock	
  
m
arket	
  
shares	
  of	
  CEDAE	
  
connect	
  individuals,	
  volunteers,	
  institutions,	
  
increased	
  
dramatically.	
  
Due	
  to	
  through	
  
this	
  CEDAE	
  
has	
  stated	
  
businesses,	
  
and	
  communities	
  
partnership.	
  
	
  
its	
  
g
rowing	
  
i
nterest	
  
i
n	
  
v
arious	
  
s
ocial	
  
a
nd	
  
There	
  are	
  100	
  chapters	
  located	
  throughout	
  the	
  
environmental	
  
Americas.	
  	
  	
   activities	
  that	
  promote	
  improved	
  
quality	
  of	
  life.	
  
Petrobras	
  is	
  the	
  largest	
  company	
  in	
  Brazil.	
  	
  It	
  is	
  a	
  
Bar	
  
and	
  Restaurant	
  
located	
  
an	
  adjacent	
  
to	
  tohe	
  
publically	
  
traded	
  joint	
  
stock	
  icn	
  orporation	
  
that	
  
perates	
  
neighborhood	
  
of	
  oPil,	
  
raça	
  
wner	
  is	
  t	
   he	
  
in	
  sectors	
  of	
  the	
  
gas	
  Tairadentes.	
  
nd	
  energy	
  	
  O
industry.	
  
Treasurer	
  
f	
  Associação	
  
Novo	
  
Rio	
  invest	
  
Antiguo.	
  
	
  	
  
Petrobras	
  ofunds	
  
various	
  Ppolo	
  
rojects	
  
that	
  
social	
  
activities	
  and	
  income	
  generation.	
  	
  	
  
	
  Cultural	
  Entrepreneurial	
  Network	
  

Policia	
  Militar	
  (5	
  Battalion)	
  

State	
  Police	
  force	
  with	
  local	
  Battalion	
  in	
  area.	
  	
  

Escola	
  de	
  Musica	
  Costa	
  Meto	
  	
  	
  

	
  Costa	
  Meto	
  School	
  of	
  Music	
  

Prefeitura	
  Niteroi	
  

Municipality	
  in	
  the	
  State	
  of	
  Rio	
  de	
  Janeiro.	
  	
  Sits	
  across	
  
the	
  Municipality	
  of	
  Rio	
  de	
  Janeiro	
  on	
  the	
  eastern	
  side	
  
of	
  the	
  Guanabara	
  Bay.	
  	
  

Prefeitura	
  Rio	
  de	
  Janeiro	
  

	
  Municipal	
  Government	
  of	
  Rio	
  de	
  Janeiro	
  	
  

Petrobras	
  
Carioca	
  Da	
  Gema	
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Associação	
  Cultural	
  Coletivo	
  João	
  do	
  Rio	
  (Cultural	
  
Collective	
  Association	
  of	
  writer	
  João	
  do	
  Rio)	
  

Associação	
  Polo	
  Novo	
  Rio	
  Antigo	
  (New	
  Antique	
  Rio	
  
Association)	
  
SAARA	
  	
  
	
  

and	
  nightlife.	
  	
  The	
  majority	
  of	
  Rio	
  Scenarium	
  is	
  
Goal	
  
is	
  to	
  
develop,	
  
promote,	
  
and	
  
implement	
  
ultural	
  
located	
  
on	
  
Rua	
  Lavradio	
  
(close	
  
proximity	
  
to	
  Pcraça	
  
exchange	
  
with	
  
Brazilian	
  
organizations	
  
and	
  
nations	
  in	
  
Tiradentes).	
  
	
  Rio	
  
Scenarium	
  
bought	
  two	
  
buildings	
  
that	
  
B
razil	
  
h
as	
  
s
trong	
  
d
iplomatic	
  
r
elationships	
  
with.	
  
Praça	
  Tiradentes	
  and	
  has	
  plans	
  to	
  renovate	
  them.	
  
	
  The	
  
The	
  
f
ocus	
  
i
s	
  
o
n	
  
t
he	
  
a
rts	
  
a
nd	
  
h
istory.	
  
owner	
  is	
  the	
  treasurer	
  of	
  the	
  Associação	
  Novo	
  Rio	
  
Antiguo.	
  	
  
An	
  association	
  of	
  entrepreneurs	
  and	
  professionals	
  
that	
  
promote	
  go
astronomy,	
  
cultural	
  
activities,	
  
tourism,	
  
An	
  association	
  
f	
  traders	
  and	
  
merchants	
  
(established	
  
and	
  
leisure	
  
in	
  m
several	
  
neighborhoods	
  
in	
  tshe	
  
historic	
  
in	
  1962)	
  
with	
  
ore	
  than	
  
600	
  stores	
  that	
  
ells	
  
a	
  variety	
  
sections	
  
o
f	
  
d
owntown	
  
R
io.	
  
	
  
A
	
  
m
ain	
  
d
river	
  
o
f	
  
the	
  
of	
  goods	
  from	
  textiles	
  to	
  electronics,	
  etc.	
  	
  The	
  
Saara	
  
association	
  
i
s	
  
t
o	
  
“
foster	
  
t
he	
  
c
ultural	
  
a
nd	
  
e
conomic	
  
Market	
  is	
  located	
  close	
  proximity	
  to	
  Praça	
  Tiradentes.	
  	
  

revitalization	
  
of	
  historic	
  
downtown	
  cRenter	
  
io.”	
  	
  	
   for	
  a	
  variety	
  
This	
  region	
  serves	
  
as	
  a	
  commercial	
  
of	
  people.	
  	
  	
  
ASSOCIAÇÃO	
  COMERCIAL	
  DA	
  PRAÇA	
  TIRADENTES	
  
An	
  association	
  of	
  local	
  merchants	
  in	
  the	
  vicinity	
  of	
  
(APTA)	
  
Commercial	
  
ssociation	
  
of	
  Praça	
  Tiradentes)	
   Praça	
  
Tiradentes.	
  
Started	
  
6	
  years	
  
ago.	
  	
   admission	
  
SEAP-‐	
  S(ecretaria	
  
de	
  EAstado	
  
de	
  Administração	
  
The	
  State	
  
of	
  Rio	
  de	
  
Janeiro’s	
  
Penitentiary	
  
Penitenciária	
  (State	
  Secretariat	
  of	
  Penitentiary	
  
was	
  established	
  in	
  2003.	
  	
  SEAP	
  plans,	
  develops	
  and	
  
CEDAE-‐	
  
Companhia	
  Estadual	
  de	
  Aguas	
  e	
  Esgotos	
  
CEDAE	
  
operates	
  
and	
  
maintains	
  
the	
  
collection,	
  
Administration)	
  
monitors	
  
activities	
  
pertaining	
  
to	
  
the	
  
Prison	
  
(State	
  Water	
  and	
  Sewage	
  Company)	
  
treatment,	
  
d
istribution	
  
o
f	
  
w
ater	
  
a
nd	
  
the	
  disposal	
  
of	
  
Administration	
  namely	
  custody,	
  rehabilitation	
  
and	
  
sewage	
  
for	
  all	
  otf	
  
he	
  
municipalities	
  
the	
  society.	
  
State	
  of	
  
reintegration	
  
the	
  
incarcerated	
  in	
  
into	
  
	
  	
   Rio	
  de	
  
Janeiro.	
  Since	
  2009	
  the	
  stock	
  market	
  shares	
  of	
  CEDAE	
  
SEBRAE	
  Serviço	
  Brasileiro	
  de	
  Apoio	
  às	
  Micro	
  e	
  
SEBRAE	
  is	
  daramatically.	
  
n	
  institution	
  Dthat	
  
the	
   has	
  stated	
  
increased	
  
ue	
  tso	
  upports	
  
this	
  CEDAE	
  
Pequenas	
  Empresas	
  -‐	
  (Brazilian	
  service	
  of	
  assistance	
   its	
  
development	
  
of	
  small	
  
nd	
  micro	
  
companies	
  
growing	
  interest	
  
in	
  vaarious	
  
social	
  
and	
   in	
  Brazil.	
  	
  
to	
  micro	
  and	
  small	
  enterprises)	
  
SEBRAE	
  
w
as	
  
c
reated	
  
(
1972)	
  
a
nd	
  
m
anaged	
  
by	
  the	
  
environmental	
  activities	
  that	
  promote	
  improved	
  
Brazilian	
  
overnment	
  until	
  1990.	
  	
  Since	
  then	
  it	
  has	
  
quality	
  
of	
  Glife.	
  
become	
  a	
  private	
  institution	
  to	
  promote	
  competition	
  
Carioca	
  Da	
  Gema	
  	
  
Bar	
  
and	
  Rcestaurant	
  
located	
  
in	
  an	
  adjacent	
  
to	
  tis	
  
he	
  
between	
  
ompanies.	
  
The	
  purpose	
  
of	
  SEBRAE	
  
to	
  help	
  
neighborhood	
  
of	
  ePnter	
  
raça	
  tThe	
  
iradentes.	
  
wner	
  ciredit,	
  
s	
  the	
   and	
  
small	
  companies	
  
market,	
  	
  oObtain	
  
Treasurer	
  
of	
  Associação	
  
ovo	
  Rio	
  
Antiguo.	
  	
  	
  
reduce	
  bureaucracy	
  
and	
  Ptolo	
  
ax	
  bNurdens	
  
through	
  
partnership	
  with	
  the	
  government	
  and	
  other	
  financial	
  
Empreendedores	
  Culturais	
  em	
  Rede	
  	
  
	
  institutions.	
  
Cultural	
  Entrepreneurial	
  
Network	
  
	
  	
  
Secretaria	
  
unicipal	
  
de	
  MCeto	
  
ultura	
  
mission	
  
f	
  the	
  Soecretary	
  
Escola	
  
de	
  MMusica	
  
Costa	
  
	
  	
   (Municipal	
  Secretary	
   	
  The	
  
Costa	
  
Meto	
  oSchool	
  
f	
  Music	
  of	
  Culture	
  is	
  the	
  enhance	
  
of	
  Culture)	
  	
  
governments	
  role	
  in	
  promoting	
  and	
  implementing	
  
cultural	
  events	
  in	
  the	
  city	
  and	
  increasing	
  the	
  network	
  
of	
  municipal	
  cultural	
  facilities.	
  	
  It	
  states	
  that	
  it	
  values	
  
the	
  economic	
  dimension	
  of	
  culture	
  as	
  a	
  keystone	
  for	
  
sustainable	
  development	
  in	
  the	
  municipality.	
  	
  It	
  
strives	
  to	
  incorporate	
  the	
  creative	
  economy	
  from	
  
sports	
  to	
  tourism.	
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Organization/Institution	
  

Purpose	
  

Aguarras-‐	
  
do	
  Brasil,	
  
Secretaria	
  Fdederação	
  
e	
  Estado	
  dde	
  
e	
  A
Crte-‐Educadores	
  
ultura	
  (State	
  Secretary	
  
of	
  
FAEB	
  
(Federation	
  of	
  Brazilian	
  Art	
  Educators)	
  
Culture)	
  

Representative	
  
body	
  
of	
  implement	
  
art	
  educators	
  
t	
  tanage	
  
he	
  Federal,	
  
Its	
  stated	
  mission	
  
is	
  to	
  
and	
  am
public	
  
State	
  
and	
  
Municipal	
  
levels.	
  
	
  The	
  Oto	
  
bjective	
  
o	
   the	
  
policies	
  
that	
  
democratize	
  
access	
  
culture	
  is	
  atnd	
  
"strengthen	
  
enhance	
  
arts	
  education	
  
through	
  
promotion	
  oaf	
  nd	
  
cultural	
  
diversity.	
  
	
  Cultural	
  h
eritage	
  of	
  
Brazilian	
  
cultural	
  
and	
  
social	
  
identity."	
  
the	
  state,	
  
and	
  the	
  
state’s	
  
capacities	
  
for	
  cultural	
  and	
  

Associação	
  Cultural	
  Coletivo	
  João	
  do	
  Rio	
  (Cultural	
  
Collective	
  Association	
  of	
  writer	
  João	
  do	
  Rio)	
  

Associação	
  Polo	
  Novo	
  Rio	
  Antigo	
  (New	
  Antique	
  Rio	
  
Association)	
  
	
  

technological	
  industries	
  is	
  of	
  importance.	
  	
  	
  Stated	
  
Goal	
  
is	
  to	
  daevelop,	
  
promote,	
  
and	
  implement	
  
cultural	
  
objectives	
  
re	
  democratize	
  
access	
  
to	
  production	
  
and	
  
exchange	
  
w
ith	
  
B
razilian	
  
o
rganizations	
  
a
nd	
  
n
ations	
  
consumption	
  of	
  cultural	
  goods,	
  cultural	
  diversity,	
  
that	
  
Brazil	
  ah
as	
  psreserve	
  
trong	
  diplomatic	
  
relationships	
  
with.	
  
promote	
  
nd	
  
cultural	
  heritage,	
  
improve	
  
legal	
  
The	
  
f
ocus	
  
i
s	
  
o
n	
  
t
he	
  
a
rts	
  
a
nd	
  
h
istory.	
  
and	
  institutional	
  instruments	
  that	
  relate	
  to	
  culture,	
  
encourage	
  the	
  development	
  of	
  the	
  cultural	
  economy	
  
An	
  association	
  of	
  entrepreneurs	
  and	
  professionals	
  
to	
  generate	
  employment,	
  improve	
  management	
  of	
  
that	
  promote	
  gastronomy,	
  cultural	
  activities,	
  tourism,	
  
cultural	
  facilities	
  administered	
  by	
  the	
  state,	
  encourage	
  
and	
  leisure	
  in	
  several	
  neighborhoods	
  in	
  the	
  historic	
  
artistic	
  and	
  cultural	
  education,	
  and	
  streamline	
  forums	
  
sections	
  of	
  downtown	
  Rio.	
  	
  A	
  main	
  driver	
  of	
  the	
  
for	
  dialogue	
  with	
  society.	
  	
  
association	
  is	
  to	
  “foster	
  the	
  cultural	
  and	
  economic	
  

revitalization	
  
of	
  historic	
  
downtown	
  
Rio.”	
  a	
  nd	
  
	
   bars	
  that	
  
SindRio	
  is	
  a	
  union	
  
of	
  hotels,	
  
restaurants	
  
represents	
  approximately	
  15,000	
  establishments	
  in	
  
ASSOCIAÇÃO	
  COMERCIAL	
  DA	
  PRAÇA	
  TIRADENTES	
  
An	
  association	
  of	
  local	
  merchants	
  in	
  the	
  vicinity	
  of	
  
Rio	
  de	
  Janeiro’s	
  municipality.	
  	
  The	
  primary	
  goal	
  of	
  this	
  
(APTA)	
  (Commercial	
  Association	
  of	
  Praça	
  Tiradentes)	
   Praça	
  Tiradentes.	
  Started	
  6	
  years	
  ago.	
  	
  
union	
  is	
  to	
  offer	
  services	
  	
  and	
  products	
  that	
  improves	
  
management	
  of	
  its	
  members.	
  	
  
CEDAE-‐	
  Companhia	
  Estadual	
  de	
  Aguas	
  e	
  Esgotos	
  
CEDAE	
  operates	
  and	
  maintains	
  the	
  collection,	
  
(State	
  
Water	
  and	
  
treatment,	
  
distribution	
  
f	
  water	
  and	
  tbhe	
  
disposal	
  
Subprefeitura	
  
do	
  SCewage	
  
entro	
  eC	
  Company)	
  
entro	
  Historico	
  	
  
The	
  subprefietura	
  
is	
  an	
  ointermediary	
  
etween	
  
the	
  of	
  
sewage	
  
for	
  all	
  the	
  
municipalities	
  
the	
  MSayor.	
  
tate	
  o	
  f	
  It	
  Rio	
  de	
  
local	
  population	
  
and	
  
the	
  Office	
  oif	
  n	
  the	
  
Janeiro.	
  
Since	
  
2009	
  
the	
  tso	
  tock	
  
mnarket	
  
shares	
  of	
  CEDAE	
  
institutes	
  
public	
  
policy	
  
each	
  
eighborhood/region	
  
increased	
  
ramatically.	
  
Due	
  
o	
  tm
his	
  
CEDAE	
  
as	
  unicipal	
  
stated	
  
under	
  its	
  jd
urisdiction	
  
and	
  
is	
  tthe	
  
anager	
  
of	
  hm
its	
  
growing	
  biodies.	
  
nterest	
  
executive	
  
	
  	
   in	
  various	
  social	
  and	
  
environmental	
  activities	
  that	
  promote	
  improved	
  
quality	
  of	
  life.	
  
Susa	
  do	
  Brazil	
  
A	
  textile	
  company	
  located	
  in	
  Rio	
  de	
  Janeiro.	
  	
  	
  	
  
Carioca	
  Da	
  Gema	
  	
  
Bar	
  and	
  Restaurant	
  located	
  in	
  an	
  adjacent	
  to	
  the	
  
Teatro	
  Carlos	
  Gomez	
  
A	
  municipally	
  oowned	
  
theater	
  
located	
  
on	
  Praça	
  
neighborhood	
  
f	
  Praça	
  
Tiradentes.	
  
	
  Owner	
  
is	
  the	
  
Tiradentes.	
  
is	
  considered	
  
	
  landmark	
  
uilding	
  	
  o
Treasurer	
  
of	
  	
  IAt	
  ssociação	
  
Polo	
  aN
ovo	
  Rio	
  Abntiguo.	
  
	
   f	
  the	
  
area.	
  	
  
Empreendedores	
  Culturais	
  em	
  Rede	
  	
  
	
  Cultural	
  Entrepreneurial	
  Network	
  

Appendix B Social Network Graph

Gaspar
Carioca da Gema

Centro Cultural Carioca
Secretario de Estado de Cultura

drink distributer (local)

food distributer (local)
Policia Militar (5 Battalion)

FUNARJ- Fundação Anita Mantuano de Artes do Estado do Rio de Janeiro

Teatro João Caetano

Escola de Danca, CCC

Sindicato de Hotéis Bares e Restaurantes
SEBRAE- Agência de Apoio ao Empreendedor e Pequeno Empresário

Subprefeitura do Centro e Centro Histórico
hotels (local)

artists (music, national)

IPHAN- Instituto do Patrimônio Histórico e Artístico Nacional
Rio Scenarium

Prefeitura Rio de Janeiro

Associação Novo Rio Antigo (Lavradio)

Sindicato	
  de	
  Hotéis	
  Bares	
  e	
  Restaurantes	
  (SindRio)	
  

Centro de Referência do Artesanato Brasileiro

artists (music, local)

Museu de Favela
Escola de Musica Costa Meto

Estudantina

Associação Cultural Coletivo João do Rio

Associação Praça Tiradentes

Petrobras

Public Schools

Companhia Teatral José de Alencar
Fabricas de Tijolos/Brick factories
artists (thespians, local)

Mr & Mr Bebida Distribuidor

Fundação Santa Cabrini

Secretaria Municipal de Cultura

Susa do Brazil

Teatro Carlos Gomez

Fina Batucada, Bateria Feminina
Fabric/textile stores (local)

Prefeitura Niteroi

CEDAE- Companhia Estadual de Aguas e Esgotos

Bookstores (local)

Escola	
  de	
  Musica	
  Costa	
  Meto	
  	
  	
  

	
  Costa	
  Meto	
  School	
  of	
  Music	
  

Stationary/art supply stores (local)

SAARA market (local)

SEAP-Secretaria de Estado de Administração Penitenciária

Textile Stores (local)

Centro de Arte Maria Teresa Vieira
FUNLAR-RIO
Empreendedores Culturais em Rede

artists (literary, local)

Fundaçaõ Palmares
Aguarras- Federação de Arte-Educadores do Brasil (FAEB)

Partners of the Americas
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artists (plastic, local)
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